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It's not about where you sit, but

how you live. How you experience

life, for yourself and with your

friends.

Best Seat in the House is

about more than the front row.

It's about life in front.

Let Pioneer help you create

that experience. Put information,

communication and entertainment

right in front of you...

and everything else behind.

sound, vision, soul
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VIBE: You’re
really giving

a lot of
sexiness in this

photo shoot.
Beyonce:

Everybody
wants to know
what your sex

life is like.

Beyonce:
[Laugns again]

WHAT’S
MJ HOT AT
VIBE.COM
BEYONCE: all wet in our photo
shoot outtakes

SEX TALK: with Ne-Yo
HOT FUN IN THE SUMMERTIME:
A breakdown of the entire

summer— the hottest parties,

concerts, and movies in the

country

CELEB PHOTOS: Everyone you
want to see at all the parties you
want to go to. (Oh, wait Weren’t

you there?)

YOUR FAVORITE ARTISTS:
Everything you want to know
in our searchable music
database
BLOG-O-RAMA: Songs.
Gossip. Cars. Clothes. Phones.

Speakers. Offbeat interviews

with underground artists.

Basketball. Baseball. Politics.

The Dirty South
WEB-SCLUSIVES: All-day-all-

night news updates. Random
Q&As. In-depth stories

PLUS: our interactive playlist,

live reviews, fresh news, and so
much more...

Photographed by Cliff Watts on March 16,

2007. in NYC
Styled by Memsor Kamarake
Clothing: Halter wrap top by Dsquared2 :

silk tulle shorts and crystal wedge sandals,

both by Chanel; baquette crystal cuffs,

both by Ua Sophia
Hair by Kendra Garvey at Margaret

Maldonado Agency
Makeup by Franscesca Totat at Cloutier

Agency
Nails by Deborah Lippmann for

lippmann-collection.com at the Wall Group

CONTENTS
FEATURES
90 // THE BADDEST B
BEYONCE. the most gossiped

-

about female in the game, sets

the record straight. By Danyei

Smith. Photographed by

Cliff Watts

9S // HIDING IN PLAIN SIGHT
Destiny's other child, KELLY
ROWLAND, gets personal.

By Shane! (Ddum

100 //THE NATURAL
Can Philadelphia Phillies slugger

RYAN HOWARD save Major

League Baseball? By Chris

Yuscavage. Photographedby

PiotrSikora

104 //PONT BELIEVE

THE HYPE
Alabama’s RICH BOY gets

richer. By Benjamin Meadows-
Ingram. Photographed by Kai

Michael Regan

106 //.WWW.THUG.COM
Why 50 Cent. Cam’Ron, and the

rest of the rap world can't stay

off the net. By Ben Detrick
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"MCs are scared of

melody.... That's something
I never shied away from.”

—Travis McCoy
Photographed by K.C. Armstrong on
March 9. 2007, at Le Royal M6ridien

King Edward Hotel in Toronto

CONTENTS
112// DON'T STOP ’TIL YOU
GET ENOUGH
NE-YO on the gay rumors,

country music, and super-

stardom. ByAmy Linden.

Photographed by Roxanne Lowit

FASHION
116 //TRAINING DAY
Going commando with military-

inspired gear.

Photographed by Danielle Levitt.

Styled by Memsor Kamarakd

DEPARTMENTS

22 //THE GUEST UST
24//VPLAYUST
30 // MAIL

VOLUME
43 // THAT’S THAT SHT
What’s going down this summer

in New York. Atlanta, Miami.

Houston.Chicago. the Bay

Area, Los Angeles, and the

rest of the world

60 //V Drive

Riding out on the Pacific Coast

Highway

66 //V Bar

Filling up your cooler

68 //V Chips

Amplified sound. Multimedia cell

phones

72 //V Style

Stepping out this summer
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1 keep it moving and moisturized with

Dark and Lov -KELLY ROWLAND

There's no doubt about It, with Dark and Lovely

Moisturizing Relaxer. you can kiss dry hair

goodbye Its exclusive Moisture Seal*Technology

locks moisture into every strand every time you

relax. So hair is noticeablyipfter. shinier, and yes,

unbelievably healthy Iq^ng
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G.l. JANE:
Model Ajuma
pulling rank at

the Brooklyn
Navy Yard.

Photographed by Danielle Levitt on
March 19. 2007, at the Brooklyn

Navy Yard in Brooklyn, N.Y.

Tank top by American Apparel;

gloves by LaCrasia Gloves

CONTENTS
78 //V Mix

School Daze

NEXT: ARTISTS ON THE VERGE
83 // BABY BQY DA PRINCE
84 //GYM CLASS HEROES
86 //EMILY KING

127 // REVOLUTIONS Fabolous.

By Chris Ryan. Plus: J Moss. Betty

Davis. Guru. Sage Francis. Ryan

Shaw. Maroon 5. Angelique

Kidjo. Swizz Beatz. Various Artists:

Columbia! Arctic Monkeys. Joe. Calle

13. James Blood Ulmer. Redman

130 // BOOMSHOTS: Inner Circle.

By Rob Kenner

1 34 // BY ALL MEANS NECESSARY;
En Vogue. By Laura Checkoway

144// 20 QUESTIONS
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Want to look super? Some studies sugsest that teens who choose milk

instead of sugary drinks tend to be leaner and the protein in milk helps build

muscle. Staying active, eating right and drinking 3 glasses a day of lowfat or

fat free milk helps you look your best. That’s no stretch.

www.bodybymilk.com
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The Ultimate

Soul Collection
On One Special 2-CD Set

50 YEARS...50 HITS
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ANO SO MANY MORE!
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ON TOUR NOW,
VISIT NELLYFURTADO.COM FOR TOUR DATES.

©© 2007 GEFFEN RECORDS/MOSLEY MUSIC GROUP LLC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED,
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BRICK
DEBUT ALBUM

j,
LOVE IS WICKED

!

INCLUDES

“NEVER NEVER”, “LOVE IS

WICKED”, S “GET THAT CLEAR”

IN STORES THIS SUMMER
ALBUM PRODUCTION BY

AKON, WILLIAM, TONY ''CO" KELLY, COOL & DRE,

RON FAIR, LENKY, FULL FORCE & MORE!

BRICKANDLACEMUSIC.COM

®© 2007 GEFFEN RECORDS. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
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EDITOR’S LETTER

L
ife stays crazy, no? Whew. I love it. The

publishing business, the music busi-

ness, the movie business, and the

business of culture is changing so much. I

wish I could use links in this text so you

could click here or here to read articles that

break it down fully. I find myselfwanting to

type in HTML code for italics or bold. I want

to insert a link here to TheNew York Times

article that pretty much declares the

CD/album format dead (ouch!)— down-
loading singles, as you know, is the way
we all try and buy and trade music. So
how should VIBE continue to treat

albums, which we— and you. the VIBE

reader— are still passionate about? You

should tell us right now at VIBE.com. and

know that your opinions (and snaps, and

diatribes) will be a part of the decisions

being made here at our offices. We've

always made decisions with you in

mind, but now we're making them with

you in the room. Ha.

Life stays crazy. And VIBE stays up

on it all, which is why your girl Beyonce

graces the cover of this issue. Yeah

yeah, I know— Beyonce is everywhere,

on every magazine cover, in every

damn global commercial, on tour, in

videos, being celebrated and denigrat-

ed at every gossip blog, traipsing

down every red carpet, and generally

smiling that trillion-dollar. indecipher-

able smile through it all. Beyonce
always seems so perfect, and I hate

to break it to you. but in real life, in a

small room at a weird apartment on

NYC's Upper East Side where we
shot thecover and inside photos, she

didn’t just seem that way—she was
that way. She's got her look (heart-

breakinglystunning and charismat-

ic)and her message ("I'm like every-

one else") together as tight as

Condoleezza Rice on the Middle

East. She sat across from me
(audiotaping me, I might add, while I taped her; as I mentioned,

the business has changed) post-shoot in a sweatery frock with a bow on one side

ofthe neckline, and she was as lovely as she was completely happy and sincere in

her commitment not to say one more (or less) thing than she wanted to. I swear

—

I had to respect it. Respect doesn’t equal like, but game recognizes game. Beyonce,

with all her beauty and her showmanship and voiceand what seems to be a career

strategy plotted to the nth degree, is here forthe longest of long hauls. I’msureshe

and her management know exactly what’s going to happen to her next year, the

year after the next year, next decade, and even the year she “retires” for the first

time— as well as theyear she actuallydoes retire. Is Beyonce’s career Diana Ross’?

Mary J.'s? No. Beyonce Knowles is a celebritywho epitomizes every recent change

in the business of culture. She, like VIBE, is a hyperlink to all that comes next. Life

stays crazy. I love it. Resistance is futile.

Photographed by Cliff Watts
on March 16. 2007, in NYC

As ever,

X^rvC
—

'

Danyel Smith

Editor-In-Chief

20 VIBe.COM
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TALK LISTEN

A PHONE ON ONE SIDE

Introducingthe UpStage’" by Samsung, exclusively from Sprint.

It's a flip phone, flipped. One side is a phone. Flip it and

you have a music player. Get faster wireless downloads with

one-touch access to the Sprint Music Store's 1.5 million song

playlist. Then instantly download up to 1,000 of your favorite

A MUSIC PLAYER ON THE OTHER

songs right out of thin air and carry them with you wherever

you go for just 993 each with a Sprint Power Vision Pack.

Ready to talk? Flip the UpStage again to spread the word. Or

keep the music pumping while you text, browse the web and

even playgames, all on the Sprint Power Network.

fflj 1-800-Sprint-1

sprint.com/introducingupstage

to the nearest Sprint or Nextel Store

CfoMow en Un'wiI dnpomb<e»

$99
" Up Stage

$149.99 2-year price plus $50 mail-in rebate

with new line activation & 2-year agreement

Offer ends 6/T7/07 or while supplies last Coverage not available everywhere. Offers not available

in all markets or retail locations. May require credit approval & deposit. Taxes excluded. Up to $36

activation and $200 early termination fees apply. Add'l terms and restrictions apply. See store

or Sprint.com for details. Mail-in rebate: Requires activation by 5/28/07 if handset is purchased

from 4/22/07 to 5/13/07. If handset is purchased from 5/14/07 to 6/17/07. mail-in rebate requires

activation by 7/2/07 Rebate cannot exceed purchase price Allow 8-12 weeks for rebate. See

rebate form for add'l restrictions. Other Services & Downloads: Add'l data or voice charges

apply. ©2007 Sprint Nextel. All rights reserved. SPRINT, the Sprint logo and other trademarks are

trademarks of Sprint Nextel. Samsung is a registered trademark of Samsung Electronics America

Inc. and Its related entitles. All third-party trademarks are property of their respective owners.
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See below too
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THE GUEST LIST

tanning and relaxing this sum-

mer," says the New Jersey-bred

fashion connoisseur. “But fash-

ion is not always fabulous—
you’ve got to work!” She pulls

double-duty this month, helping

Market Editor Joshua

Peskowitz accessorize three

different looks for the summer in

Volume’s V Style section (“Dope

Boy Fresh,” page 72) and pitch-

ing in to style our fashion feature

— with a military twist (“Training

Day." page 116). Jacques, a

Rutgers University graduate, is

also slated to represent VIBE

and VIBE VIXEN on the small

screen this summer, styling

contestants from Atlanta, Las

Vegas, and Los Angeles on

It’s been said that if you don’t

grind, you don’t shine. But,

truthfully, it’s not always easy out

here. You’re overworked, you’re

out of ideas, you’re sick and

tired of being, well, sick and

tired. And sometimes, especially

this month, you would rather be

outside enjoying the beautiful

weather than holed up in a hot

office, grinding. Lucky for us,

we’re still shining, and it’s all

because of people like Rajni

Lucienne Jacques, 26, our

resident Accessories and Beauty

Editor, who specializes in keep-

ing VIBE looking beautiful, no

matter how we’re feeling at the

time. “I’m going to do plenty of

Peter

to SPIN and Vice . captures the

essence of soulful, folky Emily

King (page 86).... Veteran

journalist Amy Linden has

a long talk with singer-

songwriter Ne-Yo (“Don’t

Stop ’Til You Get Enough,”

page 112) and reviews Ryan

Shaw’s This is Ryan Show (One

Haven/Red) (page 1 28)

in our Revolutions section....

Kai Michael Regan. 29,

throws the camera on Rich Boy
(“Don’t Believe the Hype,"

page 1 04) to see how the

“Throw Some Ds" rapper is

handling the limelight.... Every-

body get your shine on.

Lifetime’s Next Stop: New
You!.... Photographer Dorothy

Hong, 23, who’s worked with

FADER. Theme, and The Ave.

handles shooting V Style, while

Danielle Levitt, a mainstay in

publications like Details and

Rolling Stone, photographs the

military-inspired fashion....

Elsewhere, Brooklyn’s

timmhotep aku, 27, an

Associate Editor/Producer at

mtv.com, gets up with Down
South rapper Baby Boy da

Prince (page 83).... Lensman
Peter Beste. 28. a contributor
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IN STORES NOW
Featuring the new single "Thnks fr th Mmrs"

Visit www.falloutboyrock.com for details.

On tour through June 11th, www.hondacivictour.com
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See www.zappos.com/cs.zhtml for details.

WHEN
I ZAPPOS.
I'M IN

THE ZONE.

Zappos

$

' FRiim •

• Free shipping both ways

• Piece o' cake return policy

• Millions of shoes

Check out our

outstanding service

and massive selection of

shoes and apparel and

you'll Zappos, too.
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JUNE PLAYLIST
THE SOUNDTRACK TO THIS MONTH’S ISSUE

NOTORIOUS B I G ERNIE PANICCIOU 'AETNA LTD.. JERU THE DAMAJA. JOHNNY
NUNEZ/VWfif/MAGE. COM; LLOYD SOPHIA JONES/RETNA LTD.. MIMS: RD/LEON'RETNA LTD
DESTINY'S CHILD FRANK MICELOTTA GETTY IMAGES. JACKSON: WALTER MCBRlDE RETNA
LTD MANF FRANK MUILEN/WTR0MAGE COM: BEVERLY: FRANK MULLEN/VWHOMAGE COM

3 TRACKSTHAT CAPTURE THE
MEN S LOOKS FOR THE SUMMER (PAGE 72):

For work: P.D.A. (We Just Don't Care)." John Legend (Sony)

Fora barbecue: Before I Let Go. Maze Feat.

Frankie Beverly (Capitol)

For a night on the town: It 's Me. Bitches."

Swizz Beatz (Universal Motown)

Every last one of these tracks
is now streaming on VIBE.COM.

RICH BOY'S (PAGE 1 04) 3 BANGERS TO
RIDE OUT TO IN YOUR CADILLAC:
"Pillz." Gucci Mane (Big Cat)

“GotEm Hatin’ ." Piles (SlipN Slide)

“Leather So Soft." Birdman & Ul Wayne (Cash Money)

5 PARTY STARTERS FROM REVOLUTIONS (PAGE 1 27):

"Put It Down." Redman (Def Jam)
“If I'm In Luck. I Might Get Picked Up." Betty Davis (Light in the Attic)

"Little of Your Time. " Maroon 5 (Octone/A&M)
“Brianstorm," Arctic Monkeys (Domino)

“Tango del Pecado," Calle 1 3 (Norte)

GYM CLASS HEROES’ TRAVIS MCCOY’S
(PAGE 84) 3 FAVORITE HIP HOP TRACKS
TO FREESTYLE OVER:
"Come Clean," Jem the Damaja (Payday)

“Runnin'," The Pharcyde (Delicious Vinyl)

“Travelin' Man." DJ Honda feat. Mos Def (Relativity)

AN INSTANT KNOCKER
TO BREAK IN YOUR
IPHOI (PAGE 68):

“Get It Shawty," Lloyd
(The Inc./Universal Motown)

2 BANGERS THAT GET RYAN HOWARD^ (PAGE 100) IN SWING FOR A GAME:

J “This Is Why I'm Hot." MIMS (Capitol)

“Go Getta." Young Jeezy feat. R. Kelly (Def Jam)

3 BEST PRE-SOLO CAREER VOCAL PERFORMANCES
BYKELLY ROWLAND (RAGE 98) : “Bad Habit." “Cater 2 U."

& “Emotion." all bv Destiny's Child (Columbia)

THE O.G. OF
INTERNET BEEF
(PAGE 106) SONGS:
"Life's III." Cannibal Ox
(Definitive Jux)

A SONG WE'D LOVE
TO HEARNE-YO
(PAGE 11 2) COVER:
“I Can't Help It.”

Michael Jackson (Epic)

4 JAMS BEYONCE (PAGE 90) GROOVED
TO DURING THE COVER SHOOT:
“What's Beef?," Notorious B.I.CL (Bad Boy)

“Walk It Out." UNK (Koch)

“Mr. Me Too." The Clipse feat. Pharretl (Re-Up/Jive)

“Buddy." Musiq (Atlantic)
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akcdemiksft
JEANIUSLEVELPRODUCTS H

AKADEMIKS
Jeanius- level products for the true

denim tastemaker; available for men
and women.

Available at:

• Against All Odds
• D.E.M.O.

• DTLR
• Jimmy Jazz
• Up Against the Wall

For additional information, visit our

website at www.akademiks.com.

THIS

APPLE BOTTOMS

Available at:

• D.E.M.O.

• Dillard’s

• Macy’s
• Man Alive

• Jimmy Jazz

www.applebottoms.com

AZZURE

AZZURE

Available at:

• Dr. Denim
Philadelphia, PA

• Macy’s

New York, NY
• Marshall Field's

Detroit, Ml

• Up Against the Wall

Washington. D.C.

• USA Boutique

Atlanta. GA

For more information, call (212) 840-4035

or visit us at www.azzuredenim.com

gTeckounltd.
ECKO UNLTD.

For store locations, sale information or to

shop online, visit www.shopecko.com.

To order by phone, call (800) 209-261 8.

THE ENYCE CLOTHING CO.

Available at:

• Against All Odds
Nationwide

• City Blue

Philadelphia

• Macy's West
Southwest

• Man Alive

Nationwide

• Marty’s

Southeast

www.enyce.com

Foot Locker
FOOTLOCKER

Visit one of our 1 ,400 stores nationwide!

Available in:

• Detroit, Ml

• Los Angeles. CA
• Chicago. IL

• Atlanta, GA
• New York, NY

For exact store locations or to shop

online, visit www.footlocker.com

G-UNIT

Available at:

• Dillard's

• Dr. Jay’s

• Macy’s
• Rich’s

www.g-unitclothing.com

LOT29
LOT 29

Available at:

• Against All Odds
• Dr. Jay’s

• Famous Barr

www.lot29.com

LRG: ROOTS AND EQUIPMENT

Our slogan is simple, “underground

inventive, overground effective." At L-R-G

we want to focus on the ones that are

trying to pay their rent with their passions.

Think of us as a support group for the

independent and underground culture.

Available at:

• Up Against The Wall

Washington, D.C.

Virginia

Los Angeles

• Dr Jay’s

New York City

• Against All Odds
Nationwide

• True

San Francisco, CA
• Macy's

Nationwide

• Sneaker Villa

Philadelphia

• Mensland

Los Angeles

• Endzone Fashion

Houston
• 20/20 Fashion

Bay Area

• J-BEES
Chicago

Visit meezanartcouture.com to find

additional stores in your area.

A
5DUTHPDLE
SOUTH POLE

Available at:

• Against All Odds
New York & New Jersey

• Dr. Jay’s

Northeast

• JC Penney
• May Department Stores

• Up Against the Wall

Washington, D.C.

For more information, call (201) 242-5900

or visit us at www.southpole-usa.com

SOUTH POLE FOOTWEAR

Available at:

• Against All Odds
• JCPenney
• Modell’s

• Peebles Department
• Shoe Department
• Stage Stores
• Zappos

www.southpolefootwear.com
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NORDSTROMS * MACY’S * DEMO

The world looks sexier through Sean John Eyes

www.SeanJohn.com
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L-R-6 Family flember

PI-1
"The People Advocate"

of Dead Praz

myspace.com/mlrbg
www • bossupbu • com

a
a company designed to overthrow the masses by our influence.
our slogan is simple, "underground inventive, overground effective"
at 1-r-g we want to focus on the ones that are trying to pay their
rent with their passions, think of us a a support group for the
Independent and underground culture- we're trying to put the
spotlight where we think it really belongs, because it is much more
than clothing and concepts, it is a way of living.

• L B G, Ufted Research Gnxp. and tree logos are rtemationaty registered tft <s of l/ted Research Group Inc O Lifted Reoearoli Oxe 2C

S IIIEIIIB llllll
www. L-R-G • COhmunity

phtmi.sai.um
fxslMI. 561-007?

***se*r&@
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STEYE HARVEY AIN'T HIVIN' IT: RIP RADIO.&THE N-WORD

COMING TO AMERICA
The Akon interview was interesting

("The Kon Artist," by Laura Checkoway,

April 2007). It’s funny to read about his life

in the U.S., when I assumed he grew up

under the sweltering African sun, playing

in dirt. He has the good oT American

hustler ambition. What I appreciate about

him is the information about polygamy.

Because he talked about it, no one's

going to turn their attention away from

the club bangers he's making.

Ayesia Taylor

Miami

WRITE TO VIBE Here at VIBE, we like to think we're

pretty fly. But the truth is, we couldn’t do what we do
without you. Your opinions, questions, and thoughts

may be e-mailed to vibe@vibe.com. Please include

your full name, address, and daytime phone number.

Letters become the property of Vibe Media Group,

may be used in any way, and will be edited for length

and clarity. For more reader mail, check VIBE.com.

It was interesting reading

about Akon’s experiences

as an African child being

teased by African-

American students. And I

was surprised to read that

the late, legendary dancer/

dance instructor Katherine

Dunham is Akon’s god-

mother. I would have loved

to read more about that.

Crystal Johnson

New York City

YOU IS MY
BABYYYAAHRRRGGHH!
Scream Tour 5 was fun

and energetic, and all the

performers were amazing

(“Holler If You Hear Me,”

by Julianne Shepherd,

April 2007). I love

Omarion. Pretty Ricky was

so lively, but of course

Omarion brought it the

best. The article about the

tour was great.

Aina Lott

Boston

NEVER SCARED
I commend VIBE for taking

the time to sit down with

Steve Harvey (“Ain't A
Damn Thing Funny,” by

Danyel Smith, April 2007).

I’ve heard his radio show,

and I've seen The Original

Kings of Comedy, but I

had no idea he could be

so candid. To be such a

public figure and still say

the things he says about

race and rap takes a lot

of guts. Reading his story

makes me wish that every-

one VIBE did a story on

would speak freely on top-

ics that are important to

them (and us)— instead

of trying to blend in with

the crowd. Oh, and when’s

the Dave Chappelle inter-

view coming?

Joseph Smith

Newark, N.J.

MEXICO ON MY MIND
I was touched by your

article about what’s going

on in Mexico (“Murder,

She Wrote," by Debbie

Nathan, April 2007). It’s

great that VIBE is getting

this sort of information out.

I had no idea that this was

happening in Mexico.

Music and trend articles

are great, but every once

in a while, it’s good to see

something different. It gets

people thinking; that’s

what writing should do.

Stephanie Bailer

Cleveland

ABOUT TIME

Robin Thicke is finally

getting the attention and

success he deserves

(“Natural Selection,” by

Sean Fennessey, April

2007). I enjoyed reading

the piece on the very

soulful Mr. Thicke. The

Evolution of Robin Thicke

is one of the greatest R&B

albums to come around in

a long time. And we used

to think Justin Timberlake

was the most soulful white

boy on the planet.

Ebony Grahm

Lawndale, Calif.

WEIGHT WATCHER
I am extremely disap-

pointed in your decision

to run a feature on Chanel

Iman (“C’est Chic,”

photographed by

Nicolas Wagner, styled

by Memsor Kamarake,

March 2007). Upon seeing

the first full-length shot, I

was horrified. With media

exposure of rail-thin mod-

els, many young women
feel constant pressure

to be thin. By glorifying

rail-thin models, you’ve

swayed from what VIBE is

about. I hope you choose

healthier-looking models in

the future, for the sake of

self-conscious young

women who tear out and

post the pages from your

magazine on their wall.

Nicole Rowe
Portland, Ore.

o
E
8

iWILDH
STYLE

sPe3rs available fora long-term relationship?!!
IVE LOVE OUR
HEADERS, BUT... ((I DON’T rRAP ‘WORDS,’ 1 WRAP ‘BIRDS.’ JJ

”
30 VIBB.COM
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Artwork subject to chango

AN EXCITING ARRAY OF BONUS FEATURES, INCLUDING:
• BATTLES. RIVALS. BROTHERS - The Story of Stomp the Yard

• FILMMAKER COMMENTARY
• EXTENDED DANCE SEQUENCES - Get Buck & Opening Baltic

• DELETED SCENE - The Clean Up
GAG REEL

Available at

SUNCCM
TNt j'twc !oc me-

music movist.games mor
fve.

SCREEN OEMS
6 PC 13 FmHUVRONGlTCAUtlObUI

Yiuso» e* wtiicE a«»t«eiMtL

www.SonyPictures com
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Are you All-Block or All-City? How about All-State or At the center of hip-hop and competitive videogaming,

National Champ? Check out the site where bragging HHGL.com delivers premier gaming leagues and exclu-

rights are earned and rep has to be backed with skills, sive access to the hottest celebrities, videos, parties

It doesn't matter if you're a celebrity or a fan- you’d just and more.

Register for free and log in to get in.better bring your A-game.

gamnr grnthx
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TEES

0
3feM©eE»MANUAL
MATERNITY COLLECTION

fabulous. sexy, all you!



“THE GOVERNMENT
THEIR

WITH SHRAPNEL
TO MARK US WITH THEIR

MOHAMMED DUFALA ISHAK, DARFUR SURVIVOR

THE GENOCIDE IN DARFUR IS WORSENING.

THOUSANDS MORE WILL DIE IF WE DON'T ACT.

In 2003, Sudanese President Omar al-Bashir moved

to crush opposition by unleashing vicious armed

militias to slaughter entire villages of his own citizens.

After three years, 400,000 men, women and children

have been killed. 2.5 million driven from their homes.

Untold thousands raped, tortured and terrorized.

The efforts of President Bush and other world

leaders haven’t stopped the horror. President Bashir

continues to expand his campaign of terror, killing

more innocent people every day.

I

1

TELL PRESIDENT BUSH: YOU MUST DO MORE TO SAVE DARFUR.^
SAVE DARFUR COALITION 2120 L STREET. N W. SUITE 650 WASHINGTON, 0. C. 20037 illiSUFIIII

take action at www.SaveDarfur.org

#
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ADVERTISEMENT

THE 2ndANNUAL
QUEEN LATIFAH VIBe

HOLLYWOOD GALA
mo tfoii'Himfscoeti
marked the second install-

ment of the Queen Latifah

VIBE Hollywood Gala. This all-star event

has set a new standard for the myriad of

events that flank the week and give young,

Black Hollywood a chance to celebrate

their accomplishments and salute their

industry in an environment all their own. On
February 24, 2007, VIBE produced one of

the most talked about high profile events

of the year! Over 1,000 VIP guests fash-

ioned for the Oscars descended on the

trendy Republic Restaurant and Lounge

in Los Angeles for a true VIBE experience

sure to be the talk of the award season

and beyond.

Guest were awed by a red carpet adorned

with Mercedes Benz vehicles, an engaging

and classy redesign within the venue in-

cluding an exhibition of Baby Phat clothing

and accessories and a Cover Girl Queen
Collection Make Over Lounge where the

ladies of V-Hollywood were pampered

by Cover Girl beauty consultants. While

mixing and mingling to the sounds of DJ

D-NICE, guests enjoyed complimentary

cocktails courtesy of Moet Hennessey.

Time Warner and TVOne were also on deck

to promote the airing of the ROOTS mini-

series. Continuing in the celebration of

art, entertainment and stardom—the 2007

Queen Latifah VIBE Hollywood Gala was a

monumental success!

Photography by: Johnny Nunez and Venus Bernardo

Mercedes Benz

Que
X^oolle

MK1M

ueen
* ECT ION

Editor-in-Chief, Danyel Smith parties the

night away with Black Hollywood, (from l-r)

Ray-J, Lil' Kim, Danyel Smith. Kimora Lee

Simmons, Queen Latifah. Tichina Arnold

and Tisha Campbell.

Mercedes Benz 2007 CLK
convertible—a star in it’s own right!

< Kimora Lee Simmons
and Sean “Diddy” Combs
pose on the red carpet

with our guest of honor,

Queen Latifah.

Cover Girl spokeswoman,
Queen Latifah arrives

at the second annual

V-Hollywood party. -

viee®K] To see artist performances, celebrity interviews and behind the scenes footage, check out VIBE on Demand, in the Music

DdUIGND section of Comcast Cable’s free On-Demand Service.
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f 2007 Mercedes-Benz USA, LLC

•vi t •mi

''A*

-TivPc

THE 7-PASSENGER GL. THE BIGGEST, BADDEST BENZ EVER IS NOW
THE 2007 MOTOR TREND SPORT/UTILITY OF THE YEAR.

The first full-sized luxury European

sport/utility vehicle available in

America. Fashionably crafted with a

stylish interior that comfortably seats
d

seven and finely engineered with a

powerful 4.6-liter, 335-horsepower

V-8 engine. The Mercedes-Benz GL.

It’s more Mercedes to love.

Unlike any other.

Mercedes Benz

MBUSA.com

Limited availability Premier Edition GL450 shown. For more information, call 1-800-FOR-MERCEDES, or visit MBUSA.com.
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THE 2m>ANNUAL
QUEEN LATIFAH UIBG

HOLLYWOOD GALA
1 . Queen and KLS 2. Mercedes Benz GL 3. Christina Milian 4. Tia and

Tamara Mowry 5. Gabrielle Union 6. Rick Gonzalez & John Singleton

7. Diddy & Danyel Smith 8. Eric Gertler, Gabrielle Union, Noel Hankin

(SVP Multicultural Initiatives—Moet Hennessey USA), Sybil Chester

(Manager, Community Relations—Moet Hennessey, USA) 9. Audrea

Soong & Lil Jon 10. Elise Neal 11. Tyson Beckford 12. Rhianna with

Noelle Barnes (Development Manager, Alliance Agency) 13. Tocarra &
Serena Williams 14. Three 6 Mafia 15. Eva Pigford 16. Noel Hankin,

Russell Simmons & Mark Cornell, (President &CEO— Moet Hennessey,

USA) 17. Dennis Rodman and Kym Whitley 18. Chauncie Burton and

Frankee Rivera 19. Eric Gertler, Danyel Smith, Len Burnett 20. Keesha

Sharp, Persia White and Tracee Ellis Ross 21 . Lonnie Staley (Media

Director, The Footsteps Group), Kass Dawson (Supervisor, Communi-
cations Planning— Mercedes Benz) 22. John Leguizamo, KLS, Tyrese

Gibson and D’Wayne Wiggins

Visit the galleries at VIBE.com for pictures from this event and more!

/*,/*/ /J,„/ ^mewarner cable s)ne Belvedere Hennessy moet s.chandon lflBe
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States

|
United

Kingdom

|

|
France

|
Spain

Apparel
|

Denim
|
Outerwear

|

Footwear
|

Accessories

www.southpole-usa.com

Mario
R&B Artist

Eugena Washington
America’s Next Top Model Finalist
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Johnny Depp's back

John Travolta,

Michelle Pfeiffer,

and Queen
Latifah star in

Hairspray (New
Line). In theaters

July 20.

Tim Story: “For me. summer has always been kinda like Christmas.

Like most kids, I spent summers in movie theaters, once or twice

a week, easy. I couldn't wait for what was coming. Now that I’m actu-

ally a director, summer comes too fast; you never have enough time to

finish your movie. This summer is packed with event movies. I can’t

wait to see Spider-Man 3, The Bourne Ultimatum, Transformers,

Rush Hour 3. I’d be lying if I said I wasn’t nervous about

Fantastic Four, you always want your baby to do well.”

Fantastic Four: Rise of the Silver Surfer (20th Century Fox), the sec-

ond film in the Marvel superhero series directed by Story, opens
nationwide on June 15.

That’s
That Sh*t

No matter where you’re

at, every summer is fire.

Stay cool with our Summer
Entertainment Guide, V Heat, a

breakdown of the hottest of

the hot in a town near you

The Invasion

(Warner Bros.),

features Nicole

Kidman, Jeffrey

Wright, and
Q-Tip in a race

against an epi-

demic. In the-

aters August 17.

Illustrations by ROB KELLY VIBB.COM 43
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JUNE SOOT ]

From mid-June to

(

early September.

! the 22nd season

]
of Central Park

SummerStage
goes down.

That New York Sh*t
Things to check forwhen you're biting

into the Big Apple

Derek Jeter and the

Now York Yankees

host Jose Reyes and

the New York Mets

(June 15-17).

Daniel Sunjata,

John Turturro, and
Oliver Platt star in

ESPN's Yankee epic

The Bronx Is

Burning in July.

There s so much energy in

New York City during the

summertime, especially in the

ghettos, due to the cookouts

and the camaraderie because

it's so hot outside. Up in

Harlem, 7,000 people come

out for the basketball games at

the Kingdome. You can smell

the weed in the air, see people

passing that champagne

around. It’s a hustler’s dream.

Everybody's just looking for a

good time. New York is the city

that never sleeps, and when

summer comes around, don’t

nobody go to sleep!”

The third annual

Brooklyn Hip

expands this

year. July 7, 14.

21-23. {brookiyn

bodega.com)

50 Cent returns

with his third

as-yet-untitled

album in mid-

June.

Jim Jones drops hisMob of

ByrdGang compilation (Asylum)

this summer.

srx.3n

Don't be the

NEXT CONTESTANT

ON THAT SUfflfflER

JAm SCREEN..."

- 3*r-Z.

This Is Why They’re Hot
New York’s annual SummerJam is the season’s must-see event

The only thing to rock New York City for more summers than Jay-Z is back. Now in its 14th year,

Hot 97’s Summerjam, the annual concert hosted byWQHT 97.1 FM, has a history of, well, making

history, as Jay, 50 Cent, and The Game have all aired out rivals from the stage. Ifyou only have one

day to come to the Apple this summer, join the 50,000-plus fans packed into Giants Stadium in

East Rutherford, N
.J.,

and don’t miss your chance to see what all the bloggers will be typing about

that night - and for days afterward, (holgy.com) Chris Yuscovage

Copyrighted material





Award Tours The big summer shows coming to a town near you

r Gwen Stefani’s The Sweet Escape Tour Justin Timbcrlake’s

featuring Akon

( through October; gteen.stcfdni.com)

John Mayer

(through August johnmayer.com)

Bone Thugs -N- Harmony
(June 3,June 9,July 21;

ffontthNxwhiirmouy.com)

FuturcScx/LoveShow Europe

(through July 8;jNslmtimbniake.com)

Joss Stone

(through June \y,jossslont.com)

The Police

(through November 8; thtpoficttoMr.com)

Gladys Knight live from

the Hollywood Bowl

(July 27 and 28; holfyvoodhottl.com)

Wu-Tang Clan at die Rock the Bells

Festival

(July 28, August 11. August 18;

tiH-kihcMls.net)

Compiledby KeithMorphy

46 VIB8.COM
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Also check out our Style SUVs in:

NEW YORK • PHILADELPHIA • WASHINGTON, DC

CHARLOTTE -MEMPHIS -ATLANTA

LOS ANGELES -HOUSTON -BALTIMORE

OAKLAND -NEW ORLEANS -CHICAGO

OJ007SoMshtra-(«rioo ll(

SoftSheen-Car^on®

My Style. My Way,

Essence Music Fesiivai.

JULY 5-1/
Black Expo i

JULY 14-1sj

Visit the SoftSheen-Carson My Style, My Way Tour

this summer and learn the hottest trends in beauty!

• Hair Consultations

• Beauty Makeovers

• Style Transformations

• Mini-manicures

• Free samples and more!!!

Visit www.softsheen-carson.com for more information

L__ m
(H

KzJ
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The best part about Miami

is that, well, it’s basically

summertime all year long. But I

love it in the summer because

the women literally wear noth-

ing walking down Ocean Drive,

and all the boys bring out their

'verts, donks, and box Chevys

real heavy. The beaches are off

the chain, but ifyou don’t come

prepared forthe humidity, I sug-

gest you don’t even come. If

you can't handle the heat, get

the hell out of the kitchen!’’

Pitbull's third album, 8oaf/«ft, (TVT)

drops this June.

Every Monday night, Table 8

hosts Small Bites Big Nights

featunng board-game
favorites and chef Govind
Armstrong’s delicacies.

(tabfeerestaurants com)

Paper Stacks From the beach to the bedroom: the season’s must-reads

Brian Coleman’s impressive Check the Technique: Liner Notesfor Hip-HopJunkies (Villard, June 12) features behind-the-scenes stories of

36 rap albums.... Wild Style: The Sampler (powerHouse, June 28) by Charlie Aheam celebrates the film’s 25-plus years.... Stephanie

Nolen gives one story for every million Africans living with AIDS in 28: Stories ofAIDS in Africa (Walker & Company,June 1).... Helen

Oyeyemi’s The Opposite House (Nan A. Talese/Doubleday, June 19) tells parallel stories of a Cuban woman and a Santeria emissary

searching for their identities.... John Burden’s Bangkok Haunts (Knopf, June 5) revisits Thai cop Sonchai Jitpleecheep. . .. Stephen L
Carter returns with New England White (Knopf, June 26).... Comic-book writer Warren Ellis delivers the detective novel Crooked Little

Vein (William Morrow, July 24).... Marc Shapiro’s Rtssion and Run: The Life ofHector Lavoe (St. Martin’s, June 28) explores the salsa

legend’s turbulent ride. . . . Nikki Turner is back with Street Chronicles: Girls in the Game (One World, June 26). . . . And J-Love’s That White

Girl (Atria, August 21) bases its stories on a white female member of the Crips. Laura Checkoway

That Miami Sh*t
Things to check for when
you’re in the 305

\

§

i
I

48 VIB8.COM
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ADVERTISEMENT

HOOK UP YOUR PHONE
WITH A SUBSCRIPTION
TO MVIBE TO GET:

RINGTONES
WALLPAPERS
CELEBRITY INTERVIEWS
PHOTO GALLERIES
CONTESTS
MESSAGE BOARDS

« ...AND MORE!

VISIT WWW.VIBE.COM/MVIBE
TO FIND OUT HOW.

TEXT ALERTS TO MVIBE [68423] TO GET
DAILY ALERTS AND BREAKING NEWS!
THERE IS NO FEE FOR THIS SERVICE. HOWEVER STANDARD TEXT
MESSAGING RATES MAY APPLY.

Alltel
wireless

X cingular^ raising the bar

Sprint >
Together with NEXTEL

mviee

VIBe IN THE PALM
OF YOUR HANDS
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That H-Town Sh*t
Things to check for when you’re swerving

through Houston rMBoost Mobile

RockCorps provides

a free concert featuring

Taking Back Sunday.

(boostmobilerock

corps.org)

The Houston

Symphony holds

Video Games
Live on July 13-

14. (houston

symphony.org)

From July 12-15,

see future NBA stars

at the Houston
National Summer
Showcase.
(houstonhoops.com)

Kelly Rowland
releases her long-

awaited Ms. Kelly

(Music World/

Columbia).

Scheduled for

June 26.

Slim Thug’s

second solo

album. Boss of

All Bosses

(Geffen), hits

stores June 5.

Rap-A-Lot Records

releases the

sophomore album

from Trae. Scheduled

for July 3.

(menil.org

)

Southern Comfort Essence test returns to the Big Easy

Who says you can’t go home? After it consecutive years at the Superdome in New Orleans, organizers for the

Essence Music Festival were forced to relocate to Houston’s Reliant Park last year due to the devastation caused

by Hurricane Katrina, a move some thought might end Essence’s long-running loyalty to Louisiana. Wrong.

Essence fest returns to its roots this year with three days ofjam-packed entertainment in N’awlins, kicking off

on July 5 at the Ernest N. Morial Convention Center with a series of public seminars, a marketplace, and

enough Cajun cookin’ to make you feel right at home again. But the real fun starts on the night ofJuly 6 when

Beyonce and Chris Brown headline the stage. On July 7, Mary J. Blige, Lionel Richie, and Maze featuring

Frankie Beverly close out the weekend. It’ll be good to be back. Tickets start at $45; essence.com. Chris Yuscavage

On August 26. Reliant

Park hosts DUB
Magazine's 7th Annual

Custom Auto Show &
Concert Tour.

[dubmagazine.com/

dubshow)

The Sneaker Pimps Block

Party Tour 2007, a travel-

ing exhibition of every-

thing kicks, comes to the

George R. Brown
Convention Center on

September 7.

(sneakerpimps. net)

One of the things that I

love about Houston is

that it’s hot all year-round,

so it doesn’t change much
in the summer. Someone’s

always having a cookout

and entertaining at the

house. Houston is real

spread out and the car cul-

ture here is big, so you’ll

always see people cruising

around in their cars, espe-

cially at night before every-

one goes downtown to hit

the clubs."

Chamillionaire's Ultimate Victory

(Chamillitary/Universal). the follow-

up to his platinum debut. The Sound
ofRevenge (2005, Universal), drops

on June 5.
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joins The Color

Purple at the

Cadillac Palace

musicfestival.us
)

On August 11,

Chicago’s South

Side hosts the

nation's largest

parade, the 79th

Annual Bud
Bilhken Parade

Author Walter

Mosley attends

the Printers Row
Rook Fair on
June 9 and 10.

ichicagotribune

com/extras/

pnntersrow)

Pimpin’ All Over The World Where to stay fly this summer
RIO DE JANEIRO LONDON PERUGIA, ITALY PARIS NOVI SAD, SERBIA

From July 13 to 29, London’s National Listen to all that the Colette, the coolest Southeastern Europe’s

Brazil hosts the 15th Portrait Gallery marks world ofjazz has to guy shop on the planet, largest music fest.

Pan American Games the 200th anniversary of offer at Umbria Jazz celebrates its 10th EXIT, invades the

as 42 countries, includ- the end of the British ’07. one of the largest anniversary this year. Pctrovaradin Fortress

ing the U.S., compete slave trade with the celebrations in Europe. (co/ette.Jr) from July 12 to 15. The

in more than 25 sports, exhibit Portraits and (,umbruijozz.com) Bcastic Boys and Wu-

{cob.org.br) the Abolition ofthe Tang Clan will both

Slave Trade.{ufg.org.uJ) perform, {cxitfesr.org)

That Chi-Town Sh*t
Things to check forwhen you’re blowing

through the Windy City

To me, one of the best

parts about being in

Chicago in the summer is the

fact that it’s hot— the

women start dressing a cer-

tain way, the fellas pull the

bikes out. and everybody

starts cornin’ out. The whole

city transforms. Downtown

Chicago is the bomb and the

lakefront is off the chain. I go

down to Navy Pier, get in the

boat and everything. People

don’t realize how cold it gets

here, so when it’s hot, it’s like

a celebration."

Twista's new album. Adrenaline

Rush 2007, his third on Atlantic,

drops this month.

June 24 brings

WBBM B96 96.3 s

Summer Bash to

Toyota Park, featuring

Ciara. among others.

(b96.com)

Untouchables

Tours takes you
through Al

Capone's Ol’

Chicago streets.

Year-round.

{gangstertourcom)

Grant Park hosts the

19th annual (Viva!

Chicago Latin Music

F estival on August 25.

(yivachtcago.us)
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To get XM, visit xmradio.com or your local electronics store
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In June, XM celebrates Black Music with exclusive shows, specials, and one-of-kind events from be-bop to hip-

hop. Kick off the month with Chamillionaire’s "Ultimate Victory Week," a week-long party in honor of his new

album on RAW, XM 66. Stay tuned for hip-hop entertainment at its best with "DTP radio presents ludacris
-

Open Mic." Or check out The Groove, XM 64, for the premiere of Quincy Jones' new special "Off the Charts -

Part 1," a tour through decades of #1 R&B hits and the stories that shaped them. It all comes full circle on Suite

62 when "360 Degrees of Black Music," plays recent hits back-to-back with the originals they sampled. We've

also got the Stax 50th Anniversary Celebration, a history of hip-hop, and much more, all month long.

mm, fffcEEB

Visit xmradio.com/bmm for a full program schedule

170 CHANNELS TO FIND WHAT TURNS YOU ON («XM»)



their full-length

debut.

Get hyphy with

artists like J.

Valentine as

KMEL 106.1 FM,

hosts their annu-

al Summer Jam
at HP Pavillion

on August 11.

Illlionaire

On July 10. the San
Francisco Giants'

AT&T Park hosts the

78th Annual Major

-*GAME
2

Beginning June 10,

the San Francisco

Ethnic Dance
Festival hits the

Palace of Fine Arts

Theatre.

(wohdartswest.org)

It’s Getting Hot in Herre Global warming gets its own summer jam

OnJuly 7,A1 Gore will host Live Earth : The Concert for a Climate In Crisis, the most ambitious conceit event ofthe summer. Fresh

offh is Oscar win for the critically acclaimed climate crisis documentary An Inconvenient Truth:A Global Warning(Paramount), the

former stiffVicc President turned ultra-cool activist has recruited more than too artists to take part in a seven-continent throwdown

to raise global-warming awareness. Similar to 2005’s successful Live 8 concerts. Live Earth will feature performances by Snoop

Dogg, Akon, Red Hot Chili Peppers, Fall Out Boy, The Black Eyed Peas,John Legend, and BonJovi, among others, with concerts

slated for every continent including potentially the first ever show in Antarctica. Proceeds from the shows will benefit The Alliance

for Climate Protection, ofwhich Gore is the Chair, as it works to draft a multiyear global plan to combat the climate crisis. Tickets

start at S50, and those who can’t make it out will be able to tune in on NBC or ntm.com. For more info, go to Uveearth.msn.com. Get

involved, fam. KeithMurphy

Oakland s proudest

backpackers, Zion I.

continue to spread

positivity, kicking off

the Paid Dues tour

In San Bernardino in

That Bay Sh*t
There are plenty of ways to go
dumb— and get cultured— in the

415/510/707/650

On August 5.

Goapele takes the

stage at the annual

Stem Grove Festival.

(stemgrove.com)

Vallejo's finest

Federation will drop

their second album.

It's Whateva (Warner

Bros.), in July with a
tour to follow.

In August The

grew up before the whole Hyphy

movement, so I never hung out at the

sideshows; I was too young and it

scared me a lil* bit. But during summer

we always had these mixed drinks at

the corner stores called Cuties—
Grand Marnier mixed with lemon and

like four different drinks, altogether in

one cup. You’d go to the store like you

went to the bar, like, ‘I wanna Cutie.’

We’d ride around, then barbecue and

chill in front of the house. We’d have

water-balloon fights — run around the

corner to my homegirls' boyfriends’

spot and throw balloons at them."

Oakland native Keyshia Cole drops her

sophomore album this fall.
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DOUBLE WHOPPER® with cheese & TRIPLE WHOPPER” with cheese.

BURGER KING® HAVE IT YOUR WAY®



That L.A. Sh*t
Things to check forwhen you’re

low-riding through the City of Angels

The best thing about Cali is this is where

everybody comes for vacation. We have

the most beautiful women in the world and in

the summer they break out the bathing suits,

and less clothes are always more fun. Low-

riders, good weather, beautiful women— we
got it locked!”

Compton bred. The Game will spend the summer
touring Europe.

30-July 1.

Ifawtnefest.com)

Blowftsh

perform at the

House of Blues

on July 28.

This July. BET
debuts Ba/dwv

to MTV's
Laguna Beach

(fjet.com)

The expanded Museum
of Latin American Art

opens on June 9 with a

black-tie ceremony and
a live art performance.

(molaa.org

)

On July 15,

LeBron James
and Jimmy
Kimmel co-host

ESPN's 15th

Annual ESPY*.

[espn.com)

The stars come
out for the BET
Awards 07 on
June 26 at The

Shrine

Auditorium.

(bet.com)

The Los Angeles

Museum of

Contemporary Art

hosts Poetics of the

Handmade through

August 13. (moca.org)

umy If! oin Ulty Las Vegas is a short ride from L.A. and a cheap flight from

everywhere else. This summer, go for more than the tables and the table dances

From June l to 3, the Fremont Street Experience will play host to the 7th Annual Vegas Cruise, featuring more than 150

pre-1972 show quality autos (wgasexperience.com). Place your bets fromJuly 6 to 17 as the World Scries ofPoker ups the

ante once again at the Rio All-Suite Hotel & Casino (woridseriesofpokcr.com). Throughout the summer, the Las Vegas branch

of the Guggenheim will feature approximately 40 works ofart from greats like Pablo Picasso, Claude Monet, and Paul

Cezanne as part of the exhibit Treasures from the Guggenheim and Hermitage Collections. Act like you know

(guggcnbeimlaswgus.org). Multiplatinum R&B crooner Brian McKnight swings through town for a quick run at The Orleans

Hotel and Casino fromJune 29 tojuly 1 (brian-mcknight.com). Toni Braxton continues her intimate live show, Toni Braxton:

Revealed, at the Flamingo, which is extended through September 1 (toni-online.com). Damien Scott

a
Se

Go to VIBE.COM for a full-blown summer schedule, May through August, from coast to coast.
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Are you looking for a way to contribute

Do you know a teen parent
l

Become a mentor Volunteer Make a donation

Become a Partner Agency Refer a youth

Do you know children growing up
with a parent in prison

out of foster care

YOU ONE

GET IN

Youth in trouble do not have to become adults in trouble.

Youth at Risk transforms the chaotic lives of young people.

Our mission is to reduce the at-risk behavior of youth and

enhance the effectiveness of the people who live and

work with them. You are the key for someone’s future.

CALL 1-212-791-4927

WWW.NYYOUTHATRISK.ORG

“our youth want a chance and want a change".

YOUTH +4

tAT RISK
unlocking futures
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ADVERTISEMENT

2 HOT ARTISTS, 2 HOT LOOKS
BROUGHT TO YOU BY GILL€TT€ PUSIOH

VIBE AND GILLETTE INVITE YOU TO EXPERIENCE THE POWER OF GILLETTE FUSION
POWER PHANTOM WITH A CHANCE TO GO TO THE 2007 VIBE AWARDS!
Log onto VIBE.com/Phantom for hot grooming tips and a chance to win a VIP weekend to LA for the 2007 VIBE Awards

Viewing Party. Enjoy the Phantom Men’s Lounge - the ultimate in virtual entertainment - including music streams,

videos, interviews and special behind the scenes content with our featured gurus of style, Lloyd and Musig.

Uniquely styled like ttie Gillette Fusion razor, Musiq Soulchild. has developed a sound

that fuses together the essence of soul music with funk rules and hip hop swagger.

His fourth album, Luvanmusiq featuring the hit single, "B.U.D.D.Y," debuted at #1 on

the Billboard Top 200 chart. This is Musiq's first album on Atlantic Records. Look out

for his second single and video for “ Teachme," it’s another #1 hit.

For R&B singer Lloyd, the road to stardom has taken many twists and turns, which

have influenced his individual style. His latest album, Street Love featuring the hit

single “You" topped the Billboard Hot R&B/Hip-Hop Singles charts. Destined for

the next level of success, the 20-year old singer/songwriter and businessman is in

charge of his professional career and personal style.

STREET LOVE in stores now!!! LUVANMUSIQ in stores now!!!

MAN REINVENTED. SHAVING REINVENTED.
SHAVING TAKEN TO A WHOLE NEW LEVEL. THE CLOSEST, SMOOTHEST SHAVE EVER. UNLIMITED STYLING POSSIBILITIES.

Whether you prefer a close shave like new recording artist Lloyd or rock a goatee like Philly singer and songwriter Musiq, the Gillette Fusion

Power Phantom has been designed with you in mind.

Whatever your style, bring it up a level with Gillette Fusion. GILLETTE and VIBE invite readers to send in one (1) proof-of-purchase of a Gillette

Fusion razor with your name and address to receive a special grooming and music gift pack.

Send proof-of-purchase to:

VIBE/GILLETTE GWP
VIBE Magazine

215 Lexington Ave., 6th Floor

New York, NY 10016

’Proofs-of-purchase of a Gillette Fusion razor must be received by June 30. 2007. One otter per person. Grooming and music gift pack available while supplies last. Please allow

4-6 weeks for delivery. See contest rules and regulations on www.VIBE.com/Phantom.
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Willie Moore, Jr (P-Dub) R&B/Hip-Hop Artist

Creating music with healing power is quite a task in today's

hip-hop genre. P-Dub knows that lie has to draw from personal

experiences to continue to create next level music. Let the

critics construct their categones, music is made so people feel

good—essentially, their own personal therapy. P-Dub feels the

same way about his Gillette Fusion razor. He knows that the

Gillette Fusion razor was made for the next level man, which

serves as his motivation with every shave.

YOU DON'T STAND IN LINES. YOU CREATE THEM.
SHAVING TAKEN TO A WHOLE NEW LEVEL. THE CLOSEST, SMOOTHEST SHAVE EVER. UNLIMITED STYLING POSSIBILITIES.

A PRECISION
TRIMMER—

for those tricky

places.

5 BLADE SHAVING
SURFACE

-

•for the most
comfortable shave ever.

BATTERY-POWERED-

soothing micro-pulses

help you reduce friction and
/

increase razor glide, /m

www.gillettefusion.com
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Straight West Coastin':

Damien Scott (left) and Benjamin Meadows-
Ingram check out the view at Monterey Bay.

Bizarre Ride To
The Far Side

VIBE’S Damien Scott and Benjamin
Meadows-lngram hit the Pacific

Coast Highway to see how BMW’s
new 328i hardtop convertible rolls

60 VIB8.COM

f I was a gambling man (and I am) I’d put

I money down that Damien Scott travels with

m gremlins. Seriously, put dudeon the road and

you never know what’s going to happen— but

odds are something’s going to go wrong. So

when we finally made it out to New York’s John

F. Kennedy International Airport afterone hell of

a crazy taxi ride, it wasn’t really all that surprising

that we missed our flight. Damien blamed Delta.

I blamed him. And then we hit the bar.

Several rounds and seven hours later we

touched down at LAX and spent a good half hour

wandering around the airport looking for the “red

van,” whatever that meant. After eventually

locating it, we were bused over to a garage

where the good folks from BMW had dropped

a new. silver 328i manual six-speed hardtop

drop for us to push up the legendary Pacific

Coast Highway (California Route 1/U.S. 101)

from L.A. to San Fran on a two-day burst of Cali

Photographed by JAMES CHIANG



BELIEVING IN YOURSELF IS STRONG.
ACHIEVING WHAT YOU NEVER
BELIEVED POSSIBLE IS ARMY STRONG.

There's strong. And then there's Army Strong.

There is no limit to the things you can learn from one of over 150 career

opportunities available to you in the Army. You can also receive money for college.

Find out more at goarmy.com/strong.

Sergeant James Jamerson
2007. Paid for by the United States Army, All rights reservR

U.S.flRMY |

ARMY STRONG.
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cruising. First the bad news: no iPod integration.

Then the worse: no navigation. Thank God for

RadioShack, the Apple store, BlackBerrys, and

Google Maps— I’ll leave it at that.

The plan had been to spend Friday night

posted up at Hollywood’s The Standard Hotel

(8300 Sunset Blvd.; 323-650-9090) taking in

the lobby’s debauched bar scene, but missing

the flight had left us starving, so at around 1 0:30

p.m. we made a pit stop at In-N-Out, the chain

burger spot that the California folks I know

won’t shut up about. We ducked into the one

on Sunset, ordered from the, um, extensive

menu (burger, or burger?), watched some

kids almost get into a fight, speculated on the

professional occupation of a woman wearing

a waist-length form-fitting dress, and over-

heard someone talking about playing Russian

Roulette. It was some real freaks-come-out-

at-night shit. And the burgers weren’t even all

that good (see “What’s Beef?” below).

We made it over

to The Standard’s

minimalist lounge in

time for last call, a fire

alarm, and a whole

mess of generalized

chaos. Nothing like

watching drunk people try to get laid while hotel

management handles a crisis. It was a zoo, all

the waydown to the dude cutting some chick's

hair in front of the valet like hairstyling made

for legitimate street art. Note to self: Head back

to The Standard when I’ve got more time to get

it poppin’.

SOMETIMES I DRIVE SLOW
Saturday brought L.A. in all its glory— sunshine,

smokin’ women, and gridlock— the perfect

excuse to drop the top and hit our people's

sneaker shop, Flight Club Los Angeles

(;flightclubla.com ; 323-782-8616), do some

high-end shopping on Rodeo Drive, and swing

by cool guy boutique Undftd (undftd.corrr, 323-

937-6077), not to mention hit Fatburger for an

impromptu taste test. After tooling around

Tinseltown for the afternoon, gotta say this:

The 328i is not the car to get looks in La La

land. There are simply too many Bentleys,

Lamborghinis, and Ferraris cruising the L.A.

streets (we see you, Simon Cowell!) to stand out

in a topless Beemer, no matter how well it drives.

Around 4 p.m., we finally hit the PCH, expect-

ing to pretty much trace the coastline until

we decided to crash for the night. Yeah. . .not

the case. Heads up to folks not from Cali

looking to make this trip, the PCH may be one

the most famous

jring highways in the

(a reputation

ell earned — it’s a

tunningly beautiful

stretch of asphalt),

but that doesn’t

mean it’s easy to fol-

low. Keeping track

of Route 1 became

the day’s biggest

challenge— the highway disappeared

and reappeared so many times between L.A.

and Santa Barbara, it’s amazing we’re not still

stranded in the Santa Monica foothills trying to

find ourway by the stars.

We finally pulled into the Madonna Inn (1 00

Madonna Rd.; 800-543-9666) in the little town

ofSan Luis Obispo, best known as the home of

California Polytechnic State University, around

1 1 :30 p.m. That place was completely insane.

Every room had a theme, as if Elvis Presley and

Walt Disney tuned in, dropped out, and then built

a resort. We chose the least offensive option we

could find (the Independence Room), dropped

our bags, and headed into town to see what’s

really good in San Luis Obispo on a Saturday

WHAT’S BEEF?
The fast food nation was founded in California. But who’s got the best meat?
Damien Scott tastes what’s really good (pause)

IN-N-OUT BURGER
History: Founded in 1 948 by Harry and

Esther Snyder, In-N-Out was California's

first drive-thru hamburger stand.

They say: “Quality You Can Taste”

D. Scott says: "I’m from Jersey so I’d never heard of

In-N-Out. Unfortunately the bland cheeseburger and

limp, overcooked fries had me California-dreaming

of Quarter Pounders with cheese."

FATBURGER
History: Lovie Yancey opened the first

Fatburger in Los Angeles in 1952.

They say: “The Last Great Hamburger

D. Scott says: “I went for the Fatburger with cheese,

with a side ofskinny fries, and after one bite I can see

why E-40 and Pharrell bought into the franchise.

Burger-face!”

JOE’S CABLE CAR RESTAURANT
History: What started as a take-out and

drive-thru burger stand (built to look

like a San Francisco cable car) is now a

1 ,760-square-foot restaurant offering sit-down as well.

They say: “Proudly Serving The Old-Fashioned

Burger by the Ounce Since 1 965”

D. Scott says: “The 1 0 oz. patty was just too much,

so I went for the slightly smaller 8 oz. with Swiss

cheese. I’d never seen a burger place with that many

cheeses on the menu (Provolone, Cheddar, and blue,

just to name a few). It tasted like a backyard barbeque.

The trip’s best burger by far.”

62 VIB8.COM
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Open it from the front or from the side, it's an all-around twisted phone with a full

keyboard for instant messaging, plus it'sV CAST-enabled with a music player that's ready

to rock. Introducing the flexible Samsung SCH-U740, exclusively from Verizon Wireless.

V CAST: add'l charges req'd. Instant Messages: 1 S< sent/received.

veri OHwireless
verizonwireless.com
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For more on Damien and Ben’s trip,

checkVIBE.COM blogs

“Boss on Deck” and

“Whips & Chips.”

highway twists and turns along the coastal

mountains so dramatically that going 20 miles

can take an hour, easy, and you don’t want your

wheels slipping while you’re stealing looks at

the breathtaking views of plunging cliffs and the

Pacific’s deep blue. Fortunately the 328i is

extremely agile, so there was no need to flinch

when BMW’s Dynamic Stability Control kicked

in to correct the slight understeeron tight turns.

This car begs to be driven. Sure, we would have

preferred the 335i with the highly coveted 3.0-

liter300 hp twin turbo straight six engine (BMW's

first turbo engine in 26 years), but the 328i’s 230

hp, naturally aspirated version propelled us past

the Hearst Castle just fine. Some eight hours

after breaking from San Luis Obispo, I pulled

us into San Fran, still riding high on the 1 0-way,

fully adjustable leather driver seat equipped

with a trick thigh-support extension. And after

a quick bite at Joe’s CableCar Restaurant (4320

Mission St.; 41 5-334-6699), and a mad dash to

the airport to drop the drop in the right lot, we

settled into ourseatson the red eye Delta flight.

night. Turns out: everything. Cal Poly kids are

crazyand every barwasjam-packed withcoeds

losing theirminds to mediocre DJsand $3 mys-

tery shots. We fought our way into Mother’s

Tavern (725 Higuera St.; 805-541-8733), met

some lovely young ladies (one of whom was

definitely not a midget), and stumbled out think-

ing one thing: Damn, and that wasn't even the

mostpacked barin town

.

SOMETIMES I DRIVE QUICK (Damien Scott)

First off, don’t think that I got the short end

of the stick ’cause BMI got to floss around LA
with the top down while I started my trek

In the middle of Nowhere, Calif, (what up.

Mustangs?!). As much as I would’ve enjoyed

having trust-funded females seeme piloting the

328i, the car itself is much

more at homeon uncluttered roadways than on

Rodeo Drive. Not that this is the most ideal ride

for long road trips— the 7.7 cubic-foot trunk is

too small to stash much more than a duffel bag

and a pair of Timbs— but it’s nothing a little

improvisation can’t solve (we tied all the rest of

the gear down with the seatbelts in the back).

After taking our time over breakfast at San

Luis Obispo’s cafe of choice, Louisa's Place

(964 Higuera St.; 805-541 -0227), and a quick

stop to fill up the 1 6-gallon gas tank, we were

back on the PCH, and finally on the stretch of

road you dream about.

A bit of advice for those who haven’t driven

Route 1 : If you everdo (and you should), make

sure you get a whip that can handle it. The

BESTTHANG SMOKIN’

Of course there was more to the trip— Damien’s

love of nature, killer squirrels, elephant seals,

broken brunch plans, raising hell at the Madonna

Inn, finding frogs, ponies, and Mexican-

American birthday bashes— there always is.

From scheduled detours to the random-ass

occurrences and encounters, every road trip is

one to remember, so grab your boys and hit the

road. Just don’t take Damien. ’Causewhen that

scream wokeme from my sleep on the plane, I

could only think two things: We’re going down,

and I fucking hate gremlins. BMI

DROP TOP fT OUT: It’s not the first hardtop convert-

ible to replace cloth with sheet metal, butBMW’s new
3 series is certainly one of the sexiest. The retractable

three-paneled top may add an additional 400 pounds

to the package, but it folds into the trunk in a mere 22
seconds. And with more wind and noise insulation

than the previous generation’s rag top, the 328i makes
going topless oh so elegant. D.S.

-eia.
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This is the Manufacturer's Suggested Retail Price tor this model with standard ESPFI and black laced steel wheel Options are available at additional cost Prices exclude dealer setup, taxes title and licensing and are

subject to change. Dealer prices may vary. We care about you. Ride safely, respectfully and within the limits of the law and your abilities. Always wear an approved helmet, proper eyewear and protective clothing and

insist your passenger does loo. Never ride while under'jta influence of alcohol or drugs Know your Harley'- motorcycle and read and understand your owner's manual from cover to cover © 2007 H-D. Harley. Hartey-

Davidson, Bar & Shield logo. Sportster. Nightster. and Motion are among the trademarks of H-D Michigan, Inc.
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Sunny Delights
Reach for bottles guaranteed to add flavor to your summertime throwdown

p.i.n.k. VODKA APPLETON ESTATE V/X
JAMAICA RUM

DON JULIO BLANCO
TEQUILA

Red Bull and vodka all in one,

or at least that’s the idea —
p.i.n.k. has its own energizer

mixed in, not the one with

wings. Get excited. $40;

perfeetpartyspirit.com

This is the rum our Editor-at-

Large and noted reggae

authority Rob Kenner drinks

when he’s in the islands (or

anywhere else, for that matter).

Silky enough for sipping; fiery

in frozen drinks. $20;

Make ’em shots to remember
with this velvety 1 00 percent

blue agave tequila. Serve

chilled, or mixed with Cointreau

and lime juice for a truly top-

shelf margarita. $50; diageo.com

The makers of Patron deliver

another squat bottle filled with

fine spirits. Uncork this blend

of 15-year-old rums and try it

over ice with a twist of lemon,

or with pineapple and lime

juice for a very mod Planters

world's per

TEQUILA

caffeine

still the
Chicago

Sure it’s got an egg
in

perfect summer
cock

INGREDIENTS:

loz ot
ymirramofdioicc

;

,oz.p°rt'“mc
, „ i

juice from a lemon .

i tsp- ofsugar \

1

Carbonated water

TO MAKE:
AJdilie.um.r""

"'nc

;
surar.znd ejg

while oy« i

shaker. Shake
vigomody

seconds. Strain into aloe

Med with ice- Top offvat

water and drink away-

Punch. $25; patronspirits.comappletonrum.com

Pameladevi Govinda

Sipp'»n’
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Juelz Santana
Hip Hop Artist
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Make his story a good one.
All children deserve a safe, happy life — including the 513,000 American

children in foster care.

Youth in foster care benefit from nurturing relationships with caring adults.

Across the countiy, people just like you are helping vulnerable children build

brighter futures by serving as their foster parents, relative caregivers,

mentors, advocates, social workers and volunteers.

No matter how much time you have to give, you can do something positive

that will Change a Lifetime for a child in foster care.

Foster Care
change a lifetime

For more information on the many ways you can help please visit our website.

www.fostercaremonth.org
|

May is National Foster Care Month

National Foster Care Month is a partnership of Casey Family Programs; the Annie E. Casey Foundation/Casey Family Services; Black Administrators in Child Welfare;

Children's Bureau, Administration for Children and Families, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services; Child Welfare League of America-, Jim Casey Youth

Opportunities Initiative-, APHSA/National Association of Public Child Welfare Administrators; National Association of Social Workers-, National Association of State

Foster Care Managers; National CASA; National Foster Care Coalition; the National Foster Parent Association; and the National Resource Center for Family-Centered

Practice and Permanency Planning at the Hunter College School of Social Work, a Service of the Children’s Bureau.
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ICE, ICE, BABY

Forget Vanilla, we're talking in-car entertainment

(ICE). And Pioneer continues to deliver the best

in the business. This year’s AVIC-D3 ( 1 ($1 ,000;

pioneerelectronics.com) offers a 6.1 -inch touch

screen, which doubles as a DVD player and naviga-

tion system, plus iPod support via the optional

connector cable. For those satisfied with simple

DVD and CD playback, nothing beats JVC’s EXAD
KD-AVX2 [2 ] ($650; jvc.com), which boasts a 3.5-

inch screen monitor in a compact design. Alpine,

on the other hand, abandons so-called solid state

media (CDs, DVDs, and the like) with their new iDA-

X001
[
3

] ($450; alpine-usa.com), a slick system

designed to support your iPod and nothing else.

Play that funky music.

Can You Hear
Me Now?
The sound of silence sucks. It’s time to

make sure all your systems bump

With the new Anthony Gallo Acoustics Reference

5LS Speakers, money doesn’t just talk— it sings.

The sleek 78-inch-tall home speakers pack 1 2 alu-

minum four-inch subwoofers and seven CDT II tweet-

ers capable of being driven by one amp. Now that's

music to our ears. $15,000; roundsound.com

CASH MONEY RECORDS

MUST-HEAR TV

Real talk: Big things can come in small

packages. Only five inches thick, the Philips

Ambisound SoundBar HTS8100 is a sys-

tem designed to deliver 5.1 sound (courtesy

of the five built-in amps) while tucking under

your flat-screen TV. The DVD player and

HDMI 1080i output simply sweeten the deal.

$599; philips.com

Damien Scott
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PERFECT FOR EVERYDAY SUPERHEROES.

INTRODUCING THE ALL-NEW 2008 DODGE AVENGER.

With an available 3.5-literV6 engine, it’s more powerful than anythingyou'll find in a comic book. Its available

20-gigabyte MyGIG™ Multimedia Infotainment System* computes, navigates, plays music from your MP3

player and converts media files, giving you more gadgets than any utility belt, while the available Electronic

Stability Program gives you more control to help protect the ones you love.t The 2008 Dodge Avenger. What

real heroes drive. Starting at $18,895.* DODGE.COM/AVENGER

•Available MyGIG in-dash design DVD capability is not available in all states.

See your dealer for details. * Always drive carefully, consistent with conditions.

Always wear your seat belt and obey traffic laws. * As shown, $25,865.

MSRPs exclude tax.

financing your arr/n
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NECK LACED
The wrong tie can change you from jet-setter

to politician in a b&nk. Open eyes with a solid

color look — like this one from Jack Spade
($95: fackspade.com) — or bold stripes and

leave the little turtles and golf clubs to the

cronies on Capitol Hill.

DOGGY-STYLE
Your shoe game shouldn’t end
with your kicks, so make sure

you have at least two pairs of

dress shoes: one brown and
one black. Choose a pair with

an interesting leather treatment

or an unusual brogue style (the

perforation pattern on the shoe)

like these from Cole Haan ($425;

colehaan.com), which boast both.

You’ll stand out in every crowd.

Dope Boy Fresh
Boss up for every occasion, whether it’s

business, happy hour, or after-hours

By Joshua Peskowitz

Photographed by

Dorothy Hong on

March 10. 2007.

in Brooklyn, N.Y.

SUMMER ’07 r

POWER OF THE DOLLAR

OFFICE
WEAR
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www.ray-ban.com

Style:

RB331
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OUT THERE

SHOW DEM BOWS
Look slick and stay comfortable

this summer in lightweight shirts like

this rag & bone box pleat short-

sleeve shirt ($165; bblessing.com

It's fitted and clean, exactly how
you should be.

LOSIN' WEIGHT
You don’t have to give up

the dark-rinse jeans this

summer, you just have to

get them in a lighter weight,

like these Roc allover jeans

by Rocawear ($120;

rocawear.com). They look

like a ton, but they're really

paper-thin. LOOKA HERE
The nights are hot and the clubs are

hotter — perfect time to make sure

you have a little something to keep

your wrist cool. This piece by JACOB
& Co., available at Jacob's New York

Townhouse Salon (price available

upon request; 866-JACOB-IO), is so

frostbit, your whole outfit will stay

extra-crispy.

Get detailed at VIBE’S
fashion blog,

74 IMBB.COM
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since they went airbom

the time of WWII. and t

do pretty well on the gr

WALK IT OUT
The best way to balance out

loud-ass shorts is with cool,

low-key kicks like Creative

Recreation's Dicoco Los

($105; cr8tiverecreation.com).

It’s all about the muted
colors, sofMextfire,

and limited availability.

PLAID IN FULL
Unless you’re Fonzwoftl).

Bentley and pack the umbrella

to match, plaid pants are a bit

much. Plaid aborts on.tfiebther

hand are a summer essential.

Colorful and preppy can be fly

— as with these Stiissy plaid

shorts ($55; stussy.com) —
especially in small doses.

COLLAR POPPIN’
The polo shirt Is a summer staple;

Nautica's twist on the classic, the

Nautica Deck Shirt ($50:

nautica.com), 'is made of silky,

breathable

LIVE AT THE BBQ

CASUAL
GEAR

basicallycotton

the most comfortable thing you’ll

.sweat through all summer. Plus it

comes iffcjjiore colors tharr Skittles.
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T upac Shakur used to pass notes to Jada Pinkett in class. Beyonce Knowles was— befittingly— in the chorus. Halle Berry, of

course, was prom queen. Lauryn Hill was a basketball player and cheerleader. Cordozar Calvin Broadus Jr. already had his

nickname, “Snoopy." Before the nose jobs, the personal trainers, the airbrushed photo shoots, there were humble beginnings

—

some adorable, some awkward, some downright embarrassing— all captured in the ultimate time capsule: the yearbook.

Sean “Diddy” Combs as a
senior at Mount St. Michael Academy,

Bronx, N.Y.,1987.

O’Shea “Ice Cube”
senior at William Howard Taft High

School, Woodland Hills, Calif., 1987.

Mariah Carey in 7th grade at Oldfield

Middle School, Greenlawn, N.Y., 1982.

Beyonce Knowles as a freshman at

The High School For The Performing

And Visual Arts, Houston, 1996.

Scott as a senior at

School for Girls,

1990.

78 VIB8.COM
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Whitney Houston as a senior at

Mount Saint Dominic Academy,
Caldwell, N.J., 1981.

Wesley Snipes as a senior at

Jones High School, Orlando, Fla.,

1980.

Prince Rogers Nelson
is a freshman at Minneapolis Central

High School, Minneapolis, 1974.

Melissa “Missy” Elliott

as a senior at Manor High School,

Portsmouth, Va., 1990.

TOO COOL FOR

Denzel Washington as a junior

at Mainland High School,

Daytona Beach, Fla., 1971

.

SCHOOL



The new bar scene... eatinggood just got tempting.

Temptation is always strongest when yon arc out having fun. So go out

prepared with Pure Protein high protein bars. Each bar is loaded with

high quality protein to support muscle and has 0 grams trans fat.

They’re the sinfully delicious high protein bars you can take with you
to the bars and anywhere else you’ll be tempted. With seven heavenly

flavors to choose from. Pure Protein bars make eating good look great.

If not available at a store near you, call 1-800-854-5019.

www.eatgoodlookgreat.com
©2006 Worldwide Sport Nutritional Supplements, Inc. i-toeoeniva

Marcus Haley is a paid Endorser o( Worldwide Sport Nutrition.

Eat Good. Look Great.
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“The three

musketeers and
their mascot."

k
Snoopy:

Cordozar
“Snoop Doaa*,

a freshman at

his high school

in Long Beach,

(fcalif.. 1986.

Senior track star

Vivica A. Fox
gets her high jump

on at Arlington

High School.

He got game: Eric Bishop aka
Jamie Foxx as a senior at Terrell

High School. Terrell. Texas, 1986.Indianapolis, 1 982.

Eighth-grade spelling bee
winner Justin Timberiake. '

left, at E.E. Jeter Elementary

|

School, Millington, Tenn., 1995.

Junior varsity basketball

player Lauryn Hill,

middle, during her fresh-

man year at Columbia
High School, Maplewood,
« N.J.,1990.

5th Stre

School,

Willard “Will” Smith as

a senior at Overbrook
High School,

‘ Philadelphia, 1986.

Jenny from the bkgcit: Senior

Jennifer Lopez at Preston

High School, 0»bnj. N.Y.
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ADVERTISEMENT

IUIBe.COM
SO YOU THINK YOU CAN RAP?

Here’s your chance to show the world! Enter the VIBE Verses

Rap Battle, sponsored by Cingular the new AT&T. It’s easy!

£ I 1 . Just go to VIBE.com

The new $§? at&t 2. Download free tracks

.
3. Upload a video of yourself spitting 1 6 bars.

You’ll receive a VIBE profile page plus code that allows you to paste your rap all over the Web, so you

can make your fame and tell folks to come vote for you. The VIBE Verses champion — as chosen

by viewer voting — will receive $10,000, one promotional page in VIBE magazine, and a recording

contract with Actual Eyes Media in Los Angeles. If you’ve got a Webcam and a dream. ..you could be

the next hip hop superstar. So what are you waiting for? Enter the VIBE Verses Rap Battle today!





Artists on tft

Baby Boy
da Prince

Photographed by

BOB CROSLINon
Match 10. 2007, in

Tampa, Fla.

When the levees broke, Baby Boy da Prince, then just Laywrence

Cennett. was at home in the New Orleans-area neighborhood

of Marrero. Recalling the tragedy a year-and-a-half later, on

a deep couch in a posh hotel in New York’s Times Square, he’s still

animated, still affected. “My first time ever in a canoe was [when I was]

cornin’ up my street!" he says, leaping forward. “The whole Katrina, I

stayed with agun on me. Ain't nobody gon' hurt me or nobody I was with."

His instincts brought him through the storm, but it was his will to

succeed, he says, that made him pick up a pen to write his debut album,

Across The Wafer (Extreme Entertainment/Universal Republic), while

living in a FEMA-supplied trailer. Though he comes from a city known for

its rough edges. Baby Boy. 23. keeps his subject matter light. “The Way

I Live,” his gentle, flossy debut single, driven by a simple guitar lick, was

a Louisiana hit last summer, and has since become a national smash.

Baby Boy was at MTV2 earlier, taping an appearance for Sucker Free

Sunday. But the former hype-man for No Limit’s Choppa is still getting

used to playing the front, rocking his stocky. 5-foot-1 1 frame side-to-side

as host Cipha Sounds ribs him about his N.O. drawl and signature rasp.

"Your voice does not fit your face, dog," Cipha quips. “You sound like a

58-year-old man but you look like you 1 3." Cipha’s more right than he

knows— lend da Prince an ear and he’ll talk about his ideas to get corpo-

rate investors and millionaire professional athletes to rejuvenate the city.

“I grew up wearin’ one pair of shoes for the whole school year, so wecome
from nothin’," he says. “I’m tryin to give back." timmhotep aku

1 AFTER THE STORM,
A NEW ORLEANS
REVELATION

It's no secret that the reggaetbn scene has an overabundance ot testosterone. But, at

Awl! 11 last, Latina rappers are starting to gain ground on their male counterparts. Foremost
is the sett-proclaimed Original Rude Girl of the genre, the incandescent 7Y QUEFN , 35, who after a two-year absence
has released her sixth album, Sentimlento (Univision), a passionate 1 2-song journey with themes of love,
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loshing down Manhattan’s

Houston Street on a rain-

soaked afternoon. Gym
Class Heroes are weary from an

afternoon sound-check. So maybe
their charismatic front man Travis

McCoy— rocking a Yankees fitted,

print hoodie, and cheek piercing—
isn't paying full attention. SPLAT!
His precious kicks are baptized.

"I hate when my feet get wet," the

gangly, tatted-up MC says, wig-

gling his Nike Dunks dry. “It totally

ruins my day."

But it no longer breaks the bank.

After four indie albums, his band

has finally arrived, thanks to their

major-label debut. As Cruel As
Schoolchildren (Fueled By Ramen/

Decaydance), and its breakthrough

single, the bittersweet, Supertramp-

sampling ring tone smash “Cupid’s

Chokehold.”

“MCs are scared of melody,"

McCoy, 25, says of his sing-song

rhyme style. “50 Cent and Ja Rule

havedone it, but forthe most part it’s

not a factor." Beautiful melodies are

all over School Children, a playful

twiston that dreaded subgenre, rap-

rock. ButGCH aren't mooks; they're

downright emotional. McCoy —
who, back when his nickname

was “Schleprok,” once battled on

MTV’s Direct Effect— is a natural

heartthrob, charmingly rapping

about love and loss. He cofounded

GCH 1 0 years ago in Geneva. N.Y.,

with drummer Matt McGinley,

24. Guitarist Disashi Lumumba-
Kasongo. 24, and bassist Eric

Roberts, 22, joined later.

“We were never one thing. I

used to listen to Rage Against The
Machine and Main Source, but now
I love all the music I used to hate:

’80s pop. Ready For The World,

Aaron Hall.” he says. "A friend told

me that he saw our album in the

rack between Gwar and Hall &
Oates. That sounds right to me."

After drying off his shoes, McCoy
makes his way to a nearby American

Apparel store, finding two hoodies

he’ll wear at tonight’s show— and

that female fans will beg him to strip

off. He slaps down four$20 bills and

walksaway— completely forgetting

his $15 in change.

Sean Fennessey

0

1

\

1

i

1

%

2

I

betrayal, and healing. Ivy, aka La Diva, says that she was inspired to recapture and modernize the deep sensations of

yearning present in vintage Latin roots music. With her self-titled sophomore album, out now on Universal Latino,

Miami-based oASS. \, 26, continues dabbling in dancehall and hip hop. Renowned for her appearance on the reggaetbn
remix of Ciara's 2004 “1,2 Step,” Adassa is more an R&B singer than an MC. And on the album, it’s her

84 VIB8.COM
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Emily King

Photographed by

PETER BESTEon
March 12. 2007,

inNYC

V - I

N
ew York just doesn’t mint musicians the way it used to.

Overzealous land developers? The RICO Act? Whatever it is,

singer-songwriter Emily King senses something amiss.

“New York has changed. Especially my neighborhood,” she says

between bites ofcom on thecob atdowntown NYC’sAcme Underground.

“I used to be walking down the street, jumping over cracks on the side-

walk. And then one day, it’s all. . .flat," she adds. “Where’s the soul?"

Fortunately for King, there was plenty at home. The product of a biracial

household, King, 21 , follows in the footsteps of her parents, who per-

formed in the ’80s and ’90s as jazz duo Kim & Marion. King dropped out

of school at 1 6 (and got her GED) to develop her gumbo of lite R&B, hip

hop, rock, and jazz.

After completing a five-song demo in her kitchen and landing gigs at

local spots like the celebrated, now-closed CBGB, King scored a meet-

ing with ChuckyThompson, a formermember of Bad Boy’s famed Hitmen

production team. Six months later, King signed withThompson's Lifeprint

Productions and began work on her debut, East Side Story (J).

Sounding like a fusion of Norah Jones and Mary J. Blige, King has

produced a stirring collection of songs with heavy concepts, including

the righteous “Businessman," written by King at 16, which addresses

corporate misconduct. And though her subject matter might make it dif-

ficult for King to gain a huge pop audience, she’s confident her music will

be, forthose who listen, a revelation. “It can be obnoxious having to explain

who you are because people may not see it right away," she says. “Music

saved me. I didn’t have to describe it in conversation. I could just sing

about [who I am] .

” Damien Scott

§

1

sultry bilingual delivery that makes the genre accessible for those who no habla Espahol, making her a prime crossover
candidate. Straight from the Puerto Rican ’hood, the powerful LA SISTA, 24, brings a wide range of musical influ-

ences to her reggaetdn on the pioneering Maiestad Negroide (Calidoso/Machete). "Reggaetdn fans are ready for

something different,” La Sista says. “That's why I’ve gotten so much love. We ladies are coming up.’’ Jose Davila

86 IMB8.COM
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GIRLS’ NIGHT OUT
HIM YOURDON’T GIVE

. A



TERRENCE HOWARD



AFTER FINALLY CONVINCING NE-YO (“DON’T STOP TIL YOU GET ENOUGH,” PAGE 1 1 2) TO TAKE OUT HIS EARRINGS, ASSOCIATE
PHOTO EDITOR BETHANY MEZICKWATCHED AS HE SAUNTEREDONTOOUR '50s-INSPIRED SET, TWO OF HISTUXEDO BUTTONS REPLACED
BYTHE FLASHY DIAMOND STUDS. TOUCHE. REPORTER CHRIS YUSCAVAGE WAITEDTWO HOURS IN THE HOT FLORIDASUN FOR RYAN
HOWARD (“THE NATURAL,” PAGE 1 00) TO FINISH PRACTICE— SCAV LEFT REDDER THAN A PHILLIES JERSEY. RATHERTHAN USE A PILE

OF OLD PHOTOS OF RICH BOY (“DON’T BELIEVE THE HYPE,” PAGE 1 04) THAT “LOOKED LIKE THEY WERE TAKEN IN A SEARS PORTRAIT
STUDIO,” PHOTO EDITOR ROBYN FOREST CALLED IN HER REINFORCEMENTS— A PHOTOGRAPHER ON HIS DAY OFF AND AN EMPTY
STUDIO— IN UNDER AN HOUR TO SNAP THE GRITTY ALABAMIAN. VIBE VIXEN’S SASSY ONLINE AND ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR SHANEL
ODUM COMFORTED A TEARFUL KELLYROWLAND (“HIDING IN PLAIN SIGHT,” PAGE 98) MIDWAYTHROUGH HER INTERVIEW, WHILE BEN
DETRICK, SIFTINGTHROUGH THEASHES OF RECENT INTERNET BEEF (“WWW.THUG.COM,” PAGE 1 06), ENDED UP LISTENING TO FREEKEY
ZEKEY EXPOUND ON THE WEB'S IMPACT: “THERE’S MAD PLACES AND BILLIONS OF PEOPLE ON IT. I GET MY SURF ON!" WITH A POCK-
ETFUL OF PRAYERS (AND HER TRUSTY BLACKBERRY), EDITOR-IN-CHIEF DANYEL SMITH CHEERED AS BEYONCE (“THE BADDEST B,”

PAGE 90) LANDED SAFELY IN NYC FOR HER COVER SHOOT/INTERVIEW DURINGA FREAKISH SPRING SNOWSTORM. LATER, IN BETWEEN
PHOTOS AT AN UPPER EAST SIDE APARTMENT, FASHION DIRECTOR MEMSOR KAMARAK£ DANCED WITH B IN THE SHOWER*YES, WE
ARETHE LIFE OF THE PARTY.

PHOTOGRAPHED BY CLIFF WATTS ON MARCH 16, 2007, IN NYC VIBa.COM 89
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SADDEST

B

NEWS FLASH:
BEYONCE

KNOWLES
S NOT A

GIRL
anymore

**hotographei
BY

CLIFF WATTS
GN MARCH 16,
2007, IN NYC

STYLED BY
IVIEMSOR
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(This page)

Haller wrap lop by

Dsquared2 silk tulle

shorts by Chanel

SURVIVOR:
“I've worked with

Britney. I’ve worked
with Jennifer Lopez,

Shakira. and they

don't start [rumors].

Whenever it's two
black women.. .it’s

unfortunate."

(Previous spread)

Knit bikini loo and
boxer snorts, both by

Jean Paul Gaultier
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e know the gossips been flying in the blogosphere. There was a “petition” created to

force Beyonce to reshoot the video for “Deja Vu.” One site declares Beyonce “Most

W Annoyingof'06,” noting that the star has been promotingDreamgirls since “Jesus was

in middle school.” Another blogger relentlessly and unsympathetically breaks down

Beyonce s every single physical trait, from scalp to manicure. Controversial gossip maven

Perez Hilton continues to bait her, as he has for the past year, callingher “thatWicked B.”

But whatever. Yawn. Beyonce is unfazed. Meet her in person, and she’s as relaxed as a girl can be, on a

short break from the business ofworld domination. Even with just lip gloss and false lashes, she’s a

study in beauty, ruling the room without even trying. And her conversation flows freely, too. There are

the expected hiccups — she still won’t talk about Jay-Z, and she only discusses Jennifer Hudson (with

whom she shared the spotlight and credit in last year’s Dreamgirls)
in circular fashion. But give B a chance

to chill (as ifthat’s totally possible; she audiotapes me as I audiotape her) and the words start coming.

The House ofDereon clothing line, the spring and summer tour that will take her through the United

States, Europe, Japan, and Australia, and the re-release ofB’Day (Music World/Columbia), with songs

in Spanish and sweatynew videos— get all ofthat out ofthe way, and let Beyonce show you what’s inside.

Who wasyourfirstsummer love?

Wow. Probablymy third crush. I guess thatwas around 6th grade.

Was hea nice boy? Cutef

Very nice. Very cute.

Didhe likeyou back

?

Thank God he did.

Does he know that you re Beyonce, all grown upfrom that

littleBeyonce?

Um, 1 hope so.

You ’re reallygivinga lotofsexiness in thisphoto shoot.

[Beyonce laughs.]

Ofcourse, everybody wants to know whatyoursex life is like.

[Beyonce laughs again.]

Whatwouldpeople besurprisedtoknow?Like: DoesBeyondhave

footiepajamas?
I’m like any and every other woman.

No one isgoingto believe that, Beyond.

But I am. And actually, in one ofthe [new] videos— its called

‘Flaws and All’— I don’t singany ofthe song. The whole time it’s

like a silent movie and I’m being myself. I’m notperforming. I

reveal a side ofmyselfno one’s ever seen. I’m silly and goofy and

not. ..trying to be a diva, or trying to be a star— just me. It was

important for me to show that side ofmyself. I have no makeup.

You hadno makeup on in the video?

Mmm-hmm. And another song called ‘Still in Love (Kissing

You),’ it’s a beautiful ballad. I didn’t have any hair and makeup.

Just me on the beach and in the sun, and I brought one bathing

suit ’cause I was there for myself. It’s very artistic and grimy, and

[there’s] no retouching. It is what it is. I wanted to show a dif-

ferent personality in every video. One is over-the-top and I’m

kind oflike a dragqueen. And then, there’s ‘Upgrade U,’ where

I’m acting likeJay. I don’t knowwhat people would be surprised

to know.

Are therefootiepajamas?

Ofcourse. I mean, yeah, I like to relax. I love to not think about

anything— anything to wear, or any kind ofglamourwhen I’m

with. ..at home. Orwhen I’m with mynephew, changingdiapers.

I ’m doing everything like everybody else.

Is it hard to besuccessful?

Ofcourse it is.Youhave to sacrifice a lot,you have tobe very strong,

you have to have a thick skin, andyouhave to knowyour priorities.

You ’re 25. When Iwas 25my skin was not tough.

Everybody messes with celebrities. At a point, you just have to

decide ifyou really want it. Ifyou do, you have to have a tough

skin. And after you get a certain amount ofsuccess, you have no

choice. Either you’re gonna turn to other things to take away the

pain you feel, or you have to deal with it and move on.

How do you deal when people think things about you that

aren’t true?

It’s very, very hard.

Or evenjust saying, 7didn ’t like the movie.

'

I don’t mindwhen people don’t like somethingbecause that’s their

opinion. I don’t like everything I hear or everything I see and that

doesn’t make me a negative person ora hater. Butwhen someone

is makingup things, and it’s just completely, blatantlywrongand

coming from an evil place with bad intentions, that bothers me.

First ofall, I don’t listen to the radio.

Atall?

No. If I do, it would be in the car on my way to a venue — but

not consciously. I don’t go on the Internet.

Everybodygoes on the Internet.

I absolutely do not. I have my BlackBerry, but unless I’m approv-

ingvideos orapprovingsong mixes, I don’tgo. I don’t buyanything

online. I’m scared. I don’t want to just give ’em my credit card. I

don’t wanna be hacked.

You don’t ever GoogleBeyonceKnowles?

No, no [laughs]. No thank you. I don’t need that drama.

But whenyou hear it, areyou mad?
Depends. If it’s something about my sister or my nephew or it’s

something evil, then yes, I’m upset. I wanna kill somebody. Ifit’s

a rumor that’s vindictive, or something harmful, or something

everybody’s believing that is completely not true, then it’s frus-
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trating because there’s nothingyou can do about it. Ifsomeone

misquotes you, or says some complete lie, and then they go back

and retract that, people still don’t believe that you didn’t say it.

Either I can be depressed and angry all the time and start

resenting my work, which will block my creativity— it’ll stop

me from loving performing, it’ll stop me from loving doing

photo shoots and videos, and I’ll start resentingdoingwhat I was

born to do — or I’ll be depressed and it’ll mess up my personal

relationships, my relationships with my family. You know
people turn to partying to hide the pain, drinking all this and that,

and I don’t wanna do that. So sometimes it hurts. Sometimes

I wanna cry. Sometimes I wanna scream. Sometimes I wanna

curse people out.

Doyou sometimes not want togo out?

I never feel like that. I mean, I go out. I always said to myselfI’m

not going to allow my job to stop me from living. I don’t wanna

be one ofthose people stuck in the house all the time ’cause I’m

scared ofsomebody taking a picture or starting a rumor.

Ijustdon 'tseehow at25yourmind is right.

Because I started at 1 5.

Weknow otherpeople that started when they were 15. Weknow
otherpeople that recently have been lookingseriously like they're

havinga breakdown. The life isa lot. Soforyou, is itan innerstrength?

Is it God?Is itfamily?

It’s absolutely an inner strength, and it’s somethingGod gives you.

I make mistakes and I’m gonna continue to make ’em. I’m sure.

You growand you learn. People around me genuinely care about

me, and they love me— and sometimes that’s not easy, to work

with my family. It’s hard because everyone knows you. It’s awk-

ward because the same person you’re waking up and laughing

with, you gotta go and say, ‘You were late.’ Or, ‘I don’t like that

outfit,’ or, ‘No, I don’t wanna do this deal even though you want

me to do it.’ I think it’s important that I have reality around me.

Not only my family, but my friends are honest with me. They tell

me, ‘That was wack,’ or, ‘You need to practice a little bit more,’

or ‘What you had on looked nuts.’ Ifsomeone who works with

me is too everything-I-do-is-great, I don’t want them around.

Because they’re notgonna tellme the truth. And that’s the begin-

ningofthe end.

When is the last timeyou really, really cursedsomebody out?

Me and my dad go at it. People would be very surprised [laughs]

.

Was italways like that?

Nowwe don’t do it much, because I’m an adult and he’s respect-

ful ofthat. But during the time when I was becoming an adult

and I was trying to, you know, claim my
independence around the ‘Independent

Women, Part T time, we went at it all

the time.

Curse words?

Not too many. I’m respectful. It was awk-

ward, because when it’s time to be manag-

ing something, it’s time to be managing

something. When it’s time to be a father, it’s

time to be a father. We had our...moments

[laughs]. But it’s way more powerful to

not curse. I don’t care ifyou’re a woman
or ifyou’re a man. My mom curses all the

time. My dad, when he gets angry, he starts

going crazy, so it’s not like I had this holier-

than-thou family. But I just don’t like

confrontation, which I guesspeople will be

surprised by. People expectme to be like this

diva and this person who needs to be the

centerofattention, and I’m the opposite of

that. I hate confrontation. I’m a people-

pleaser. I want everybody to be happy.

How doessomeoneknowyou remad?

I get quiet. Less is more with me. And if I

do curse — which I do when I’m really

mad— I’ll sayone word and you’ll know.

But I don’t curse people out. I don’t think

it’s necessary.

SinceIknowyou wontcursemeout, Ihave to

ask the question that Iknowyou don ’t like to

answer. Areyou in love rightnow?

I don’t talk about that. I’m extremely

happy. Absolutely— in a wonderful place

with my career, with my personal life, with

my family life. Every year I get more com-

INDEPENDENT WOMAN:
“I wasn't the type of girl

who dreamed about

my husband."
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THERE VE BEEN SOM aH RUIV,ORS ABOUT MEand they go away ina MONTH OR TWO WEEKSBECAUSE THEY DON’T ’

valH.^£5VTH,n «
"®

VALIDATE THE RUMORS.”
Yup. Ac a young age, all I could think about was my work
and my goals. And then I started getting dressed up and

going on the red carpets at such a young age.... It doesn’t

mean too much to me.

For most girls, the fanciest dress they’re gonna put on

their whole lives isforprom and wedding That’s every

dayforyou.

Every day.

Doyoufeellike— ofcourse,you don ’tgo on the Internet— there’s

been any sort ofbacklash atyou since Dreamgirls ?

Absolutely not. I know there’s a typical rumor every single time

I’m involved with any African-American female. Before I even

meet them I already know the rumor, because that’s just— it is

what it is. It’s society, and it has nothing to do with me.

fortable with myselfand more happy.

When you were growing up, what kind ofman didyou think

you’dmarry?

I wasn’t the type ofgirl who dreamed about my husband.

The type thatdreamtabout the dressandallthat?

No.

You weredreamingaboutsinging?
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That two successful black women cant

getalong?

Absolutely. And its very unfortunate.

It’s the same thing, no matter how
many times I say it. People just drill it

and drill it and drill it. But that’s against

everything I stand for. I always support

women. I grew up in a group. I love

women, and I’m a successful woman,

so I embrace talent. I embrace when

people are able to make it, especially

people who are sweet and deserve it

and are talented. Its frustrating to me.

But what do I do? I’ve worked with

Britney, I’ve worked with Jennifer

Lopez, Shakira, and they don’t start

that. Whenever its two black women
it’s... unfortunate.

Whatdoyou think that stemsfrom ?

I don’t know.

Areyou tiredofit?

It’s frustrating. There’ve been many
rumors about me, and they go away in

a month or two weeks, because they

don’t have anything to validate the

rumors. So, people make up whatever

they want. But I can’t dwell on it,

because eventually the truthcomes out.

Doyou thinkpeople thinkyou reperfect?

I hope not, ’cause I’m not. I feel like

people are always trying to find some-

thingwrongwithme. I’m likeeverybody

else. I have my bad days, mygood days.

I keep my personal life to myselfand it

is what it is. And even my personal life

— because I don’t talk about it, people

try to start things tomakeme talkabout

it. They say, ‘Oh well, ifwe say some-

thing’s goingwrong, then maybe she’ll

talk about it, and then we’ll get to find

out.’ But I’m smarter than that — I

already know the tricks [laughs].

Finish this sentence:BeyonceKnowles is

not whoyou thinkshe is. Actually, she's...

A friend. A woman like any other

woman with challenges, imperfections,

insecurities— like everybody else.

Doyou consideryourselfan extremely

intelligentperson ?

I think I’m intelligent.

Do you thinkyou'resexy?

Do I think about myselfbeing sexy? I

don’t think about it. I don’t.

Beyonce...

What?

Beyonce!

WHAT?!? [Laughs]
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Hiding In Plain Sight
The perfect girl group? The blissful engagement? What do you really know about KELLY ROWLAND?

Finally, on her second solo album, some truth comes through. By Shanel Odum



W hen it comes to her personal

life, Kelly Rowland isn’t quite an

open book— full ofstories, sure,

but flawlessly scripted, carefully

edited. The unassuming anti-diva

is one industry darling who,

through years ofpractice, has mastered the art ofthe perfect sound

bite— ofgiving, but never giving too much.

Her breakup with Dallas Cowboy Roy Williams ? “I didn’t

have time to be sad,” says the Southern-buttered beauty from

her Houston home. “The group was about to go on tour, and I

didn’t want to put a damper on B and Michelle.” Sex ? “I don’t

need it. It’s overrated. I get better kicks from going to beautiful

countries and hangingoutwith my friends.” Living in Beyonc^’s

shadow ? “The Lord brought Michelle and me into B’s life and

look what kind ofheights we’ve soared to.” Her greatest insecu-

rity? “I think too much.”

As one third ofDestiny’s Child, one of the most successful

female groups of all time, Kelendria Trene Rowland was long

known as the quiet one— demure, perpetually gracious, and

seeminglycontent to holddown the background.And she’s always

managed to maintain that brilliant, disarming smile, gracefully

navigating her careerwith a polite parade of“yes ma’am” and “so

blessed.” No need for spin-doctors: Kelly protects herself.

It’s one thing to be guarded about one’s private life, but in the

artistic realm, such reserve can threaten the ability to make mean-

ingful music.When Rowland, 26, finallydid step out on herown,

shehad an opportunity toconnect like never before. But her 2002

solo debut, the gold-certified Simply Deep (Sony) felt, at times,

somewhat manufactured, as ifshe wasgoingthrough the motions

ofpop stardom, without investing anything ofherselfinto it.

What did the then 21 -year-old really know about he-done-me-

wrongwoes ? Fans and critics alike were left fiending for amoment

ofvulnerability, or at least something tangible to relate to. Maybe

even an imperfection or two.

Then life happened. There was the blissful love affair with

the handsome football player, rumors ofher alleged pregnancy,

and the sudden announcement ofherengagement. Buteven after

the abruptweddingcancellation— justweeks before she graced

the coveroIModern Bride magazine— Kelly steadfastly refused

to lift the veil: no brokenhearted confessions oflove lost, no tear-

ful tirades about rumored incriminating Sidekick discoveries, no

cracks in the facade.

But trueemotion had to bubble over atsome point.And so the

perpetual smile has crackedjust a biton Rowland’ssecond album,

Ms. Kelly (Music World/Columbia). On the poignant “I’m Still

in LoveWith My Ex,” which Rowland co-wrote, she finally tells

her side ofher 2005 breakupwith Roy Williams,which she’s pre-

viously done her best to keep out of the press. And despite the

title, it’s no confession ofundyinglove for Williams; it’s actually

about another, previous love that kept them apart:

Wasabout to say, “Ido,"when Iknow it wasnV meant...

Search in my mind, tryingtofigure it out

Andthought Iwas happy butI’m havingsome doubts

Think Ifound theanswerand Iknow Imust confess

I’m stillin love with my ex.

We learn more about Kelly in the chorus ofthe raw and hon-

est opus than from 10 yearsworth ofwell-considered quotes and

polished interviews. “Music is freedom for me,” she says simply.

“There are no boundaries.”

At the outset, though, there was also no certainty about how
the album would sound.Ms. Kellyhas been through three release

dates and two title changes over the past two years. After she

deemed an initial version ofthe album “unfinished,” she went

back into the studio to bulk it up. “I just knew in my gut that it

wasn’t ready,” she says. “It was too mid-tempo and ballad heavy. I

wanted more ofa party vibe.” She added four livelier tracks and

alitde more bass to the mixwith the Scott Storch-produced “Work

(Put It In),” the Solange Knowles-co-penned “Love,” and the beau-

tifully languid “Come Back.”

Elsewhere, Kelly revisits the gift for collaboration that made

“Dilemma,” her Grammy-winningduetwith Nelly, a No. 1 hiton

the BillboardHot 100 in 2002. Eve graces the lead single, the leave-

your-man-at-home femme-anthem “Like This,” and SnoopDogg

drawls all over the light and airy “Ghetto.”

And while her new honesty thing may be a difficult fit for

Rowland at first, she’s giving it a serious try— and it’s already pay-

ingdividends in her songs. In addition to “I’m Still in LoveWith

My Ex,” “Every Thought of You” and “Love” also speak of

Rowland’s recent emotional battles. The former is about acrush

she felt she had to shake. “I’m an Aquarian and sometimes I get

so infatuatedwith somebody,” she says. “I was like,Iguess I’llwrite

asongabouthim so Icangethim outofmysystem”

“Love” cut even deeper. Solange, Beyonce’s sister and a long-

time friend, wrote the song in an hour after Rowland spilled her

heart out in conversation. “I told her exactly what I wanted and

she was like, ‘I got you, sis,’” Rowland recalls. “When I went in

and recorded it, I just... I could hear the pain.Some lineswere just

so close to home that they brought tears to my eyes.”

Maybe these songs are just the outlet she’s long needed. “Of

course it’s scary. When it’s just you out on that stage and on that

record, you wonder what people are gonna say,” she says ofher

songwriting risks. “But therewas no holdingbackwith this album.

I really put myselfout there.”

So is she finally opening up ? Only the tiniest bit. But anyone

who wants to get to know her is better offlistening toMs. Kelly

than Ms. Kelly.The perfectlypackaged doll has not been discon-

tinued, she’s just found a way to let her music do the talking.
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A T U R A L
STEROIDS. SCANDAL. SHAME. WHILE MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL STRUGGLES WITH ITS IMAGE,

PHILADELPHIA PHILLIES SLUGGER RYAN HOWARD CALMLY STEPS UP TO THE PLATE WITH A HAMMER
IN HAND. CHRIS YUSCAVAGE HEADS TO SPRING TRAINING TO MEET BASEBALL’S NEW CLEAN-UP

MAN — AND TO FIND OUT IF WE CAN STILL BELIEVE IN HOME RUNS

t’s easy, maybe too easy to get

Ryan Howard to smile.

On President’s Day, the day

before the rest of the Phillies

are scheduled to report to spring training,

the hulking Howard, who carries his 6-foot-

4, 250-pound, 27-year-old frame like an

aging NFL offensive lineman, is standing

just beyond first base in Clearwater, Fla.’s

buzzing Bright HouseNetworks Field, soak-

ing up the 60-degreeday and kicking a buck-

etful of baseballs into a neat pile. A small

group of reporters, publicists, and sweaty

cameramen jostle for position along the

third-base line, converging around the clus-

ters of players running through informal

afternoon workouts.

“Now this is what I call baseball,” Howard

says, stepping from the manicured turfinto

the empty visiting team’s dugout. "You

can’t beat this, right?” And then he smiles

like a Little Leaguer smacking on Big

League Chew.

Howard plays in an era of superstar

athletes with superstar contracts facing

supersized scandals and tragedies. Already

in 2007 alone, Indiana Pacers' point guard

Jamaal Tinsley and Sacramento Kings’

forward Ron Artest have been arrested,

cornerback Darrent Williams ofthe Denver

Broncos has been shot and killed, and

Tennessee Titans cornerback Adam
“Pacman” Jones has been implicated in a

shooting at a Las Vegas strip club during the

NBA’s All-Star Weekend. But it’s baseball,

as an institution, that stands out

as professional sports’ most problematic

arena. What was once America’s Game has

become America’s Shame, a sport awash

in controversy surrounding rampant alle-

gations of steroid use (or “performance-

enhancing drugs,” as the politically correct

set prefers to call them), effectively knock-

ing athletes who should be national heroes

from their pedestals and into the back alleys

that thrive on the illegal drug trade.

The guys who should be baseball’s living

legends— Sammy Sosa, Mark McGwire,

and most famously, Barry Bonds— have had

their legacies thrown into doubt, clouded by

suspicions ofearning their juice on the field

by “juicing" offofit. The threat to thegame,

and by extension the nation’s sense of self,

is so profound that even Congress stepped

up, launching an ongoing investigation into

MajorLeague Baseball two years ago that has

already disgraced Rafael Palmeiro, who went

from Hall ofFame-bound Baltimore Orioles

first baseman to the sport’s most hated after

testifying against steroid use in early 2005,
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only to test positive later that summer. And

now, with Bonds— whose trainer, Greg

Anderson, pleaded guilty to one count of

conspiracy to distribute anabolic steroids in

2005—closing in on Hank Aaron’s all-time

record of 755 career home runs (Bonds

entered this season with 734), there is no big-

ger story than baseball’s enduring drug prob-

lem. Except Howard, the first superstar slug-

ger ofthe so-called post-steroid era with no

asterisk, no nonsense, and no hesitation

about setting the record straight.

“I’m asked about steroids at least once in

every interview," Howard says, fidgeting

with the Under Armour poking from under-

neath his neatly tucked Phillies jersey. He’s

not smiling now. Here’s a playerwho hit 80

home runs in his first two full seasons in the

major leagues, the most since McGwire put

up 8 1 over the 1 987 and 1 988 seasons (see

“Heavy Hitters” on next page). Howard has

hit more home runs in a single season— he

clubbed 58 last year, the most by any Phillies

player in the team's 1 24-year history— than

anyonesince Bonds hit 73 in 200 1 . But base-

ball’s current climatedoesn’t allow these stel-

lar marks to be celebrated without being

called intoquestion. It’s surprising Howard’s

not more frustrated. "Tome, it’s not a big deal,"

he says. “I don't take steroids and I’ll take a

test wherever you want me to take a test.”

"There’s no question when it comes to

Ryan,”Jimmy Rollins says a few days later

via phone from Florida. He’s the Phillies’

starting shortstop and Howard’s close friend.

“He’s the purest thing in the game, and he’ll

tell you himself that he’s doing better than

those guys without doing anything— so

what’s the point ofdoing something?"

It’sbeen a longtime since baseball’s

seen a player like Howard, and not just

because he’s “clean.” For as much as baseball

is America’s game, over the last decade it’s

increasingly become the world’s sport. About

23 percent ofMajor League baseball players

were born in countries other than the U.S.

And when the players on the field are

American, chances are they’re white or

Latino. The last 30 years have seen a sharp

decline in the number of non-Latino black

ball players at the professional level, from 25

percent in 1975, to 19 percent in 1995, to

9 percent today. Gone are the days of

dominant African-American sluggers like

Aaron, Willie Mays, Reggie Jackson, and,

more recently, Ken Griffey Jr. and Bonds,

replaced in today's lineups by the likes of

David Ortiz, Alfonso Soriano, Albert Pujols,

and Hideki Matsui.

Howard, born in suburban St. Louis to

Ron, a manager at IBM, and Cheryl, a retired

Southwestern Bell employee, again bucks

the trend. Rollins calls Howard a “fresh face,”

and Howard’s life seems built to have cre-

ated it. Howard talks about growing up in

Wildwood, Mo., attending Lafayette High

School, dabbling in baseball as well as foot-

ball and basketball, and playing the trom-

bone alongside his fraternal twin brother,

Corey, in the school’s marching band. He

talks about his other brother, Chris, 1 2 years

his senior and an inch taller than him, and

his older sister, Roni, who used to chauf-

feur her younger brothers around St. Louis.

He talks about wanting togo back to college

to finish his last two semesters in mass media

RYAN HOWARD reveals the 1 0 things

he’s learned since landing

in the big leagues.

— m/ VIBE.COM/blog/ball
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“WHEN YOU'RE 15. YOU DREAM ABOUT PLAYING
AGAINSTYOUR IDOLS. ONE DAYYOU’REA

TEENAGER, AND THE NEXTTHING YOU KNOW,
KEN GRIFFEY JR.AND BARRYBONDS GETON
THE FIELD AND THEY’RE JOKING WITH YOU,

MESSING WITH YOU. IT’S SURREAL.”

and communications. And he talks about his

only son, Darian, now 6, whom he had when

he was a 21 -year-old college junior at

Southwest Missouri State University (now

Missouri State University). The stories he

tells aren’t nearly as important as the fact that

he’s telling them. Especially when you con-

sider the tense atmosphere ofmost baseball

interviews. Howard remains candid. He
wants you to know he’s more than a walking

sound bite who hits towering, 400-plus-foot

home runs. “Baseball doesn’t make Ryan

Howard," he says. “I’m more than that.”

Rollins concurs. “Young black kids have

somebody to look up to again,” he says. “Not

everybody can hit home runs like Ryan

Howard, but to get kids to turn on the TV
and watch baseball ? That’s a beautiful thing.”

Getting those kids to stick with baseball,

though, is different. This “me first” gener-

ation, obsessed with rap, individualism, and

personal showmanship, admires the swag-

ger ofthe growing crop ofyoung players in

the National Basketball Association, a league

more than 70 percent African-American,

over the less flashy collection ofyoung Major

League Baseball players like Howard,

Dontrelle Willis, and Carl Crawford.

“Basketball is related to hip hop. Some of

the players come from the areas that black

kids live in. You don’t get that kind ofpub-

licity with baseball,” Howard says, refer-

ring to the perceived super-heroics ofeven

averageNBA players.

The money and fame involved with the

two sports are different, too. Howard was

drafted outofSMSU in the fifth round ofthe

2001 MLB draft and played through three

years ofminor league baseball before the

Phillies promoted him to the big leagues in

late 2004. He hit 22 home runs in 2005,

tops forany rookie in the major leagues, and

won the National League’s Rookie of the

Year award. Last season, he won theCentury

21 Home Run Derby in July and the

National League’s Most Valuable Player tro-

phy. Yet in 2007, he stands to make

$900,000, up from $355,000 last season

(he’s not eligible for salary arbitration until

after the 2007 season, when he’s expected to

receive a nine-figure extension with the

Phillies). By comparison, LeBronJames, the

face of today’s NBA, skipped college and

signed a three-year, $10.8 million rookie

contract with the Cleveland Cavaliers in

2003 , a $90 m i 1 1 ion endorsement deal with

Nike and a three-year, $60 million exten-

sion before the 2006-2007 season. James

is now one ofthe most famous men in sports.

And Howard? “I’m no Omarion,” he says,

bending the rim ofhis red capdown over his

eyes. “There’s been a couple times I’ve been

in airports and somebody has recognized me,

but it’s nothing out ofcontrol. Nothing too

Justin Timberlake or boy band-ish yet.”

Still, Howard’s not backing down. “I’ve

been told I’m the face of baseball,” he says.

“So I’m trying to get my face out there a

little bit. Do some stuffwith Little Leagues,

reach out to urban areas and African-

American youth, and try to get them to play

more baseball.”

In Major League Baseball, a clouded game

by Howard’s own admission, agame shroud-

ed by controversy and hearsay and dishon-

esty, there simply aren’t enough Ryan

Howards togo around. There aren’t enough

men who remember what it’s like to be lit-

tle boys, popping bubblegum by the hand-

ful, diving for fly balls in the outfield, and

kicking baseballs into little piles around the

infield. They forget why they fell in love with

the game in the first place. “When you’re 1 5

,

you dream about playing here, playing

against your idols,” Howard says, glancing

out towards his stomping grounds near first

base. “One day you’re a teenager, and the next

thing you know, Ken Griffey Jr. and Barry

Bonds get on the field and they’re joking

with you, messing withyo/z. It’s surreal.”

Howard smiles. And, for the first time in a

long time, baseball looks fun again.

Heavy Hitters
IN JUST TWO FULL YEARS IN THE BIGS, RYAN HOWARD
HAS GONE YARD 80 TIMES. HERE’S HOW HIS IMPRESSIVE

DEBUT STACKS UP AGAINST THE EARLY CAREERS OF THE

BEST SLUGGERS TO EVER PLAY THE GAME

Career HRs: 755

The current career

home-run king joined

the Milwaukee Braves in

1954 and knocked 40 in

his first two seasons.

Career HRs: 734

With the Pittsburgh

Pirates (1986-1987).

Bonds reeled off 41

home runs through two

Career HRs: 660

Only a stint in the Army
from 1952 to 1953

could quiet the bat of

the New York Giants'

"Say Hey Kid.” Mays
totaled 65 home runs

between the 1951 and

1954 seasons.

Career HRs: 583
In 1987 McGwire set

the modern-day single-

season rookie record

with 49 home runs. In

his first two full sea-

sons. he’d hit 81

Career HRs: 714

After hitting only 20
home runs in his first

five seasons as a

pitcher (1914-1918).

Ruth put up 83 in his

first two years as an

everyday player with

the Boston Red Sox
and New York Yankees

(1919-1920).

C.Y
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dream, not a

boast. He shares

his vision with

BENJAMIN
MEADOWS-
INGRAM

not through the music industry; and one who, ifyou talk to him

long enough, will start saying things like, “Material shit has no

value. There are people who killed somebody five years ago for a

pair ofjordans that areprobably in adumpsternow.Jordans?!You

gon’ kill someone over a pair ofJordansV. Its retarded.”

Its an interesting perspective, surprising even, in an era when

the South continues to churn out moneymaking hits that critics

complain are only about making and/or spending money. Even

Rich Boy sown breakout hit, “ThrowSome Ds,” a record builton

the back ofproducer Polow Da Dons tightly looped sample of

Switch’s 1979 single “I Call Your Name,” is about little more than

flossingout a Cadillac with some 20-inch-plus rims.

But sandwiched between his albums more lowbrow, though

impressive, southernplayalistic songs— the LilJon-produced,

ready-made club hit “What It Do” and the D-boy stylings of

“Hustla Balia Gangsta Mack”— are hints ofan artist toyingwith

a message and trying to figure out how best to deliver it. “Lost

Girls,” featuring Keri and Rock City, offers cautionary tales, while

“Ghetto Rich,” featuringjohn Legend, simultaneously celebrates

and mourns the realities ofthe ’hood. But its the album’s kicker,

“Let’s Get This Paper,” that lays Rich Boy’s beliefs bare —
compromising yourself, your safety, and your freedom to chase

short money is, well, retarded: “And ifwe can’t get a job ’round

here, we get them pies.... See that ice is dope-man paradise / Boy,

better think twice / That dope have you doing life.”

“A lot ofrappers ain’t talking about nothing, so I was like, Wow,

Icould beone ofthe new rappers that talk aboutsomething real” he

says. “But I knew when I put out my first single, I had to put out

something that would catch the generation’s eye and that’s what

they like, ridingon rims. Even the titles are to catchyour attention.

Likeon ‘Let’s GetThis Paper,’ I ain’t talkingabout gettingno paper,

I’m talkingabouthow fucked up it is in the ghetto.”

It’s a realitywith which Rich Boy is all too familiar. In the sum-

mer of2005, four years after he met Polow (then a rapper in the

Atlanta-based outfitJim Crow) through a local DJ, cut a demo,

and hustled a deal at Interscope as the first artist signed through

Polow s Zone 4 Inc. imprint, Rich Boy nearly lost it all when his

older brother Irvin, 29, opened up an assault rifle into another car

from the shotgun seat ofRich Boys ride. The brothers had been

involved in a club fight that spilledoutontoone ofMobile’s busiest

streets (the rival’s carwas riddledwith bullets, but noonewas hurt).

In December 2006, Irvin, originallychargedwith attempted mur-

der, was sentenced to 10 years for first-degree attempted assault.

Rich Boy pleaded guilty to attempted assault but received a sus-

pended sentence and probation because he had no prior record

and wasn’t the triggerman.

“The trial changedmywhole life,” says Rich Boy, while settling

the breakfast bill. “That was right when we were winning with

‘ThrowSomeD s’ and they tried to giveme 1 0 years. Around that

same time, my best friend Pooh Bear died in a motorcycle acci-

dent. All that shit made me feel like I really need to start talking

about something substantial. I’m rapping for the money ’cause

money makes it that much better formy family, plus I gotta make

sure my brother’s straight when he gets out. But I’m most defi-

nitely rapping for the message. I gotta kill two birds with one

stone.” And with that. Rich Boy heads back up to his room to

get ready for an afternoon appearance on TRL.

Rich Boy’s chilling. It’s Tuesday, March 1 3, the day his self-titled

debut hits stores, and Rich Boy, born Marece Richards, is posted

up in the second- floor lobby ofManhattan’s The Time hotel,

taking full advantage ofthe breakfast buffet’s bottomless cups of

coffee, plenty ofsugar. For a rapper capable ofa commanding

(ifat times mealy mouthed) flow, he’s surprisingly slight— built

a bit like T.I., ifyou put the Kingon the rack for 12 seconds or so

just to stretch him out a bit. Rich Boy’s gear is rap standard— dark-

wash denim, allover print hoodie, and the Nikes to match —
with one notable accent: a half-inch thick stack ofcrisp $20 bills

tucked into his pocket.

Still, it’s about more than the knot. “Myname being Rich Boy,

I feel like I gotta let the whole world know the definition of

money, and noton no stunting shit,” the 23-year-old says with an

earnest drawl cultivated on the sleepy streets ofMobile, Ala. “I

feel like I gotta make what I do count. It’s cool to buy some jew-

elry or whatever, but don’t let that be the only thingyou want to

do outta life. Everywhere I go I letpeopleknow that a million dol-

lars is middle class now— but in the ’hood, that’s rich. I used to

think a million dollars was rich, too.”

See, Rich Boycomes from a small town, and he reps itwith pride,

even shooting the video for his second single, “Boy Looka Here,”

at one ofMobile’s annual Mardi Gras parades. Growing up in a

close-knit community and a solid, ifnot stellar, family— he’s the

fifth ofsix brothers raised by a schoolteacher and a small busi-

ness owner— Rich Boy learned to value more than the material.

Here is a kidwho initially gravitated toward production because

he’d played drums in church; onewho reasoned as a teenager that

he shouldgo to college because “we ain’thave no males in my fam-

ily to graduate from college, and the only female in my family that

graduated wasmy moms, so I was like,Man, lwanna do that, too”

(he attended Tuskegee University for a year before droppingout

and movingback to Mobile to pursue music); one who rolls with

a neighborhood crew, the D-Boy Squad, all trying to go legit but
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O
n the first day of February

2007, 50 Cent was feeling

frisky. Guesting on Angie

Martinez’s top-rated after-

noon showon NewYorkpow-

erhouse radio station Hot 97 (WQHT-
FM), he invited rappers to call up ifthey

wanted to chat. Cam’Ron, feeling equal-

ly frisky, took the bait, gettingon thephone

at theNYC offices ofKoch Records, which

distributes his Diplomats imprint, and

which 50 had been dissing.

Theywere a pairofprovocateurswhove

long seemed destined to clash. Cam’Ron

spent much of2006 pinging insults offthe

walls ofJay-Z’s retirement villa— “Iknow
he 40 years old / 1 don’t respectmy elders,”

he spit on “You Gotta Love It” from Killa

Season — and 50 had all but run out of

rivals in New York to wrestle with (after

bickering with FatJoe and Jadakiss, not

to mention the long-standing quarrel

between he and Ja Rule). Cam and 50’s

conversation was juicy, pugnacious, and

hilarious to listen to. Still, considering its

trivial origins and the distinct lack ofgen-

uine animus between the two, the incident

would have gonedown as a footnote on the

yellowed ledger ofhip hop lore, ifnot for

what happened next.

Within a day, mp3s of50 and Cam’scon-

versation, as well as one from earlier in the

day between The LOX’s Styles P and 50

and a later one between 50 andJimJones,

were widely available throughout the rap

blogosphere at places like nahright.com and

smokingsection.net. Unbeknownst to 50,

Cam was being videotaped as he talked.

Four days later, that footage, which con-

cluded with Cam cackling maniacally and

memorably yelling 50’s given name —
“Currrrrrtis

!”— into the camera,was post-

ed atyoutuhe.com nndonSAIASH.com and

then quicklypicked up bywhat seemed like

dozens ofblogs.

At midnight on February 8, 50premiered

the Cam-aimed dis track “Funeral Music”

on DJ KaySlay’s DoubleDrama Hour on
Hot 97. And on Slay’s MySpace page, 50

simultaneously released a corresponding

video inwhich he and his bandanna-masked

SNUFF FILMS: Cam'Ron has a laugh at 50’s

expense (top row); 50 blasts back (middle); Ras
Kass taunts The Game (bottom); opposite page:

Some Photoshop-doctored mixtape covers.

boys lick off pistols and semiautomatic

weapons in an indoor shooting range.

They’re also seen atop all-terrain vehicles in

a large garage at 50’s 48,500-square-foot

Connecticut mansion. By morning,

KaySlaywas unable to access his profile due

to traffic cloggingthe page. Eventually post-

ed at onSMASH.com, the video notched

more than 1 00,000 views in its first day.

Cam wasn’t going to let 50 have the last

word. Within a week, he unleashed

“Currrrrrtis,” a dis track ofhis own, accom-

paniedbya straight-to-Intemetvideo, filmed

in Harlem, inwhich lunch-pailNewYorkers

— including a traffic cop and a UPS deliv-

eryman— calledout 50’sgovernmentname.

This response lacked theelement ofsurprise,

though, as camera-phone footage from the

video shoot had already leaked on the net,

allowingG Unit to createan animated video

showing the song performed by a digital

Cam’Ron in a pink shirt and purple pants.

In every case, the actual song was less

important than the media through which

it was transmitted. Hastily filmed videos,

mp3 releases, YouTube, MySpace, camera-

phones, split-second response times: This

is beefin a brave new world.

Mainstream hip hop has traditionally

eyed the Internet as an uncontrollable uni-

verse offaceless critics and volatile outlets.

The Web has been reviled as a place where
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albums are premature-

ly leaked and endlessly

shared without going

near aSoundScan scan-

ner. But times change.

Now, every label has its

own online marketing

department, every rap-

perhas aMySpace page,

and every video ends up

on YouTube. And so,

naturally, the venue for

confrontationsbetween

rappers has shifted

from live shows and

albumsand mixtapes to

the World Wide Web.
Millions ofpage-views

later, the otherwise

inconsequential dustup

between 50 and Cam
proved that the same

qualities that have made

the net a nerve center

for underground rappers— global access,

real-time feedback, and affordability—
make it an ideal tool for spreadingthe sweet

message ofhate on an epic scale.

In Danuary, New VorH rapper Tru Life—
a Diplomats foewho’d been signed to Def

Jam byJay-Z— released Tru York, a mix-

tape with a Photoshopped cover that por-

trayed rivalJimJones in Borat’s signature

neon-green banana-slingbathing suit and

Cam’Ron in a dress and blonde wig.

Within hours, Tru Life’s MySpacepage

was hijacked (see page 1 10). The interlop-

ers made Tru s “top four” friends members

ofthe Diplomats and changed the head-

line to “I’M A FUCKING LOOSER!”
[sic] In the “About Me” section was writ-

ten, “I’m driving around the Lower East

Side in my ’96 Windstar Caravan with my
broke friends.” Finally, they tweaked the

Tru York cover, swappingoutJim and Cam
for images ofTru Life andJay-Z in those

unflattering outfits.

“Diplomats have people workingevery-

where, including MySpace,” claims Karen

Civil who owns PB&J, a design arm of

Diplomat Records. “We changed it in less

than 2.2 seconds. It’s nothingabout hack-

ing— ifwe want to take your page over

again,we will.”

By counterstrikingwith such speed, the

Dips’ MySpace hackingglued itselfto any

attention Tru Life’s mixtape received. “The

next day, I saw it on every Web site,” says

Civil. “Pictures hurt more than words now.

The image itself, that’s always going to be

there, lingering on the Internet.”

The pendulum eventually swung back,

as Dipset’s FreekeyZekey later became one

ofmany artists— includingMims and Ya

Boy— who’ve recentlyhad their MySpace

profiles taken over by hackers. The beau-

tyofsuch MySpace switcheroos is that they

achievewidespread online saturation with-

out costinga penny.With the industry fac-

ing a financial crunch, artists and labels

alike crave cost-effective alternatives to

poster boards, print advertisements, and

radio spots. 50 and Cam demonstrated

that, provided there’s blood in the water

( real or fake), videos with miniscule budg-

ets can set offa frenzy online, even ifthey

never hit the top ofBET’s 106 &Park.
“ [What] we’re paying for videos, these

guys are paying for lunch on video sets,”

says Michael “Sha Money XL” Clervoix,

president of G Unit Records and

Management. “We’re shooting these

videos with no props. These isour real cars,

these is our real homes.... All we need is a

cameraman and the right crew.. .to put it

together.”

Roughly tantamount to an episode of

MTVCribs with more firearms and lower

production values, 50’s “Funeral Music”

video clip logged close to 1 .5 million views

on YouTube within a month. “It goes to

showyouhow progressive 50 is as an artist,”

says Hoffa ofonSMASH.com, a popular

site for streamingmedia that receives more

than 40,000 unique visitors a month.

Hoffa compares 50’s recent use ofvideo to

his revolutionizing ofthe mixtape circuit

in early 2001 . “He takes something that

everyone kind ofknew existed and takes it

to that next level.”

Still, no one seems naive enough to

HASTILY FILMED UIDEOS, MP3 RELEASES,
YOUTUBE, MYSPACE, CAMERA-PHONES,
SPLIT-SECOND RESPONSE TIMES: THIS IS

BEEF IN A BRAUE NEW WORLD.

CALLIN’ OUT NAMES
HOW DID WE KNOW RAPPERS WERE MAD AT EACH OTHER BEFORETHE INTERNET?

^
AUDIO CASSETTES

I

If you wanted to hoarthe

wars of words between
the Treacherous Three

and the Furious Five, or check out the

barbs flying between Busy Bee and
Kool Moe Dee, but you weren’t at the

appropriate New York spot in the ear-

ly ’80s, you could always cop a battle

tape, fuzzy copies of one-off shows
and parties. Along with homemade
tapes of early radio shows like Zulu

Beats and Rap Attack, these hard-to-

find cassette dubs have become hip

hop’s Dead Sea Scrolls.

iLiXaur dis songs

| fefAft I It's the sincerest form of

fMFIf flattery— how better to

: e
~ : let someone know that

they’ve penetrated your psyche than

by recording a song about them? It’s

a proud tradition, from LL Cool J's

“Jackthe Ripper” toTupac’s “Hit ’Em

Up” to Jay-Z’s “Takeover.” And it’s

even better when you accessorize:

When Jay debuted “Takeover" at Hot

97’s (WQHT-NY) 2001 SummerJam
concert, he flashed a photo of one of

his targets, a youthful Prodigy (of

Mobb Deep), dressed for dance class.

MIXTAPES

After 50 Cent brought

back mixtapes, they

became news reports,

capturing friction as it evolved. In 2001

,

New York-based mixtape DJ P-Cutta

began assembling the many dis tracks

flying between artists into his Street

Wars series. Soon, though, one song

wasn’t enough. In 2005, T.l. released

Down With the King, aimed entirely

—

and devastatingly— at Lil’ Flip. The
same year, Chamillionaire devoted the

first disc of his The Mixtape Messiah to

putting Mike Jones in crosshairs.

DVDS

Handycams in hand.

MCs are taking theirangst

17 to the screen. DVD mag-
azines like Smack and AllAccess fea-

ture loose interviews that can lead to

trouble. Some artists go straight to

DVD themselves: In 2006, The Game
released Stop Snitchin', Stop Lyin',

focused on 50 Cent. Beef: The Movie

and its sequel. BeefII, chronicled feuds

between dozens of stars. And when
real live MC battles made a comeback
in 2004 with N.Y.’s Fight Klub nights,

they were captured, and sold, on DVD.
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believe low-budget videos would be as

compellingwithout the added element of

conflict. Case in point: The three most

popular videos in onSMASH.com history

are “Funeral Music,” “Currrrrrtis,” and

“Built Like Dat,” producer Scott Storch’s

audacious dis record against Timbaland.

They’re popular both because they’re not

being aired elsewhere and because they’re

unfiltered, straight from the artist’s mouth.

Ifa label as established asG Unit is excit-

ed about the bargain-basement costs of

online promotion, it’s easy to imagine the

enthusiasm ofaggressive-minded artists

with fewer resources but equivalent tech-

nological savvy. Last September, after an

altercation between Los Angeles under-

ground MC Ras Kass and The Game at

Los Angeles’ club Element, both rappers

came forward in online interviews with

differing accounts ofwhat occurred. After

exchanging words, Game allegedly

punched Ras Kass in the face. What real-

ly happened is still unclear.

“Game had every opportunity

to basically shit on my name,

whether hewas telling the truth or

not,” says Ras Kass, in response to

Game’s claim that he knocked Ras

unconscious with a single punch.

As 1998 sRassassination (Priority)

was his last high-profile release,

Ras didn’t expect traditional hip

hop media outlets to give him as

much face-time as the Interscope-backed

star. So Ras turned to the Web, dropping

not only apairofdis tracks (“Gayme Over”

and “Hush Lil Baby”), but also an awkward

YouTube clip in which Ras and his hench-

men flaunt a gun and spell out words on

the floor with bullets. “The great equaliz-

er, to a certain degree, is the Internet,” Ras

says. “Through MySpace and those medi-

New YORK, Nei
York
United State*

View My: Pics
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SAY IT'S NOT TRU:
Tru Life’s MySpace page, post hacking.

urns, I got fans. 20,000 people hit me [on

my MySpace page] just because of that.”

As part ofhis small, moderately success-

ful anti-Game campaign, Ras also utilized

the power ofimage, mocking up a version

ofthe album cover from Game’s 2005 The

Documentary (Aftermath/ Interscope)

covered in anti-gay slurs and featuring

Game in an orange wig and pink sneakers

— and he posted it online.

To rappers involved in beef, the multi-

media angle is anotheredge with which to

carve up an adversary. “For me, it’s basical-

ly taking the theme ofwhat’s going on in

the record and applying the visuals to it,”

says Chris “Broadway” Romero, 29, who
creates many ofG Unit’s graphics. “You

can explain something complicated to

someone a hundred times and they won’t

get it. You can draw them a simple-ass pic-

ture, and they’ll understand.” Responsible

for the 2005 G UnitRadio Part 15:Are You

a Window Shopper? mixtape cover that

depicted 50 Cent rivals FatJoe andJadakiss

as crestfallen window-shoppers in menial

job uniforms, last year’s G UnitRadio Part

21 cover that portrayed The Game as a

TRU LIFE't Latest Blog Entry [Subscribe to this Blog]

vote for tru life on hot 97 angle's music masting (vies* more)

[View All Blog Entries]

40M4AMJ1ML

I want to apologize for disrespecting The whole
Dipset especially Jim "capo" Jones. I'm just a tad
upset with my situation over at rocafella, Jay Z
spends all his money on beyonce, and doesn't
leave much for any of his broke Rocafella artist

Like me Young Gunners, Memphis Bleek and Peedi
Crakk; especially for his dust smoking habits.. I'm

driving around the lower eastside In my 96
Windstar Caravan with my broke friends not really

doing much. I don't know when my album gonna
drop, I'm still living off the Jewelry I stole from
Mobb deep and I'm down to my last dollars. I

really want to say thank you to Geno, end of the
day I know he Is my muscle, and the only reason
niggas aint swerve on me yet.
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stripper, and the animation in 50 Cents

3D “Piggy Bank” video, which poked fun

at FatJoe and Nas, Broadway views his car-

icatures as the offspring ofpolitical car-

toonists. “Its the sameway [they’ve] done

it for hundreds ofyears,” he says. “All the

tools are out there foryou toputyour mes-

sage out to the world with YouTube and

MySpace. That’s your video distribution

department right there, that’s your mar-

ketingdepartment.”

If you upload it, they uiill come. Strihe

that— ifyou speak greasy about another

rapper, fans will floodyour MySpace page

with friend requests and rain views upon

your YouTube clips. “It’s the train-wreck

theory,” says Ras Kass. “That swhypeople

buy Us Weeklyand shit like that. Theywant

to see Britney Spears’ shaved head.A lot of

people are so fucking miserable, they at

least want to see that the rich and famous

are miserable, too.”

It’s a cynical view ofhumanity, but one

justified by the toneofmanyhip hop mes-

sage boards and blogs; blame it on the

youthful fan base or rap’s inherent com-

petitiveness, but the general atmosphere is

often confrontational and rude. Disputes

between rappers become another big rea-

son for fans to take up sides and argue,

albeitwith someone from Gjovik, Norway,

instead ofthe dude getting a Caesar in a

nearby barber’s chair.

“Rap beefhas been going on since ‘The

Bridge is Over,’MC Shan and KRS-One,”

says Freekey Zekey. “The beefthese days,

it’s just really repeating itself, but they

stepped it up, because the Internet world

is just so large rightnow that it’s ridiculous

— 3 year olds is on the Internet.” Even pres-

idential candidates Barack Obama and

Hillary Clinton were thrown into a

YouTube beefrecendywhen independent

supporters created an online attack ad.

Ifthe democratization ofmedia has lev-

eled the playingfield between artists, it has

alsosqueezed the cushion ofcomfort space

between rappers and their fans. The per-

sonal interaction allowed byMySpace pro-

files, message boards, and blogs strength-

ens the relationship between musician and

listener, but it also gives hecklerswho once

muttered their insults in private a public

forum. DJ KaySlay, the self-dubbed

“Drama King,” views the shrinking dis-

tance between artists and the seething

masses as problematic. “I see a future of

bullshit,” he says ofthe opportunities now

available to those seekingto commandeer

attention offa notable rapper’s name. “This

is like a perfect opportunity for jerks,

nobody-ass niggas...who try to talk shit.”

But then again, in five years, maybe, they’ll

be just as relevant as he is.

When notable artists tangle with critics

who sling abuse from behind their key-

boards, it’s the celebritywho usually looks

foolish and out-of-touch. In the past,The

Game has stooped to arguments on the

Black Wall Street message boards at

therealblackwallstreet.com , and both Bun

B of the well-regarded Texas rap group

UGK and Chicago’s skate-friendlyMC
Lupe Fiasco have responded online to

Byron Crawford, a St. Louis-based blog-

ger iocxxlmag.com. Then, in March, Melle

Mel— undisputed hip hop legend and lead

vocalist ofRock and Roll Hall ofFamers

Grandmaster Flash&The Furious Five—
released abewilderingYouTubevideo clip

in response to Ock aka Galatasaray, acon-

tributor to the Roots’ okayplayer.com mes-

sage boards, who had dubbed Melle a

“crackhead.” Artists may believe in fight-

ing fire with fire, but, in the conflict-fueled

online world, they’re often just shoveling

more coal into the furnace.

And in some cases, in hopes ofemerging

from the mire, the “jerks” and “nobodies”

are emergingfrom the message boards and

eagerly applyingthe lessons they’ve learned

from the elites. As a result, the same rap-

perswho have exploited the conveniences

ofe-beefingmay find themselves waging

war on more fronts than anticipated.

Following his initial video dis against 50

Cent, Cam’Ron was targeted by a hilari-

ous parody oftheJay-Z and Pharrell HP
commercials in which an impersonator

mimicked his lazily polysyllabic delivery

with such lines as “I’m eatingnoodles now
/I’m walkingpoodles now.” The source ?

Just some dudes on the Internet (includ-

ing at least one sometime actor) trying to

make a name for themselves, dudes who
now, according to viewer statistics on the

footage, have 13,000 more fans — or at

least have found that many people inter-

ested in a laugh at Cam’s expense. 50 Cent

is doubtless taking notes.

STYLIN’ WARS
CATCHING THEWRONG END
OFA FIST MADE NYCKZAN
INTERNET PHENOMENON

In January 2006, Nyckz and EnJ, two up-and-

coming Long Island rappers, agreed to a barber

shop battle. As lyrics go, it was your average

round-the-way fare: threatening punch line here,

gangsta posture there. That is, until the end, when
EnJ sucker-punched Nyckz in the mouth after

Nyckz (pronounced “nix") taunted him with the

now infamous phrase: “Oh you mad ’cause I’m

styling on you.”

Both parties probably thought the battle and

scuffle wouldn’t be spoken of again. But in

December 2006, a grainy, low-bit-rate segment

of the attack, as captured on a Real Talk TVDVD,
found its way to YouTube. In less than a month, it

took on a life of its own. “Everyone had love for

me,” says Nicholas “Nyckz" Mayfield, 23, nearly

half a million YouTube page views later. “Every

time I turned around I’d hear somebody telling me
about the incident on the Internet.”

Several blogs, including Nah Right and The
Smoking Section, featured the video, and the war

ofwords between thetwo rappers continued. EnJ

claimed in interviews to have robbed Nyckz of his

chain and watch at New York’s Club Speeed for

threatening to come to his ’hood and shoot him.

The Roots’ ?uestlove, a known Internet fiend,

added fuel to the fire by posting his own spoof

video on YouTube.

As the Internet started buzzing, Nyckz was fin-

ishing work on his first mixtape, Catch Me If You

Can. But sensing an opportunity, he renamed it

Still Stylin ’ On 'Em and cut a song that samples

the infamous battle (available, naturally, at

myspace.com/nyckzdadon).

“I wasn’t really a person that was into the

Internet thing," says Nyckz, who’s taken to call-

ing himself “the YouTube King." “I didn’t really

know how big it was. [Before], I had to force peo-

ple to listen to my music. Now people want to lis-

ten on theirown. There are artists who are signed

who don't have as big a buzz as me.”

Plus, now he’s got fans, one ofwhom appears

to be Ja Rule, who used the signature line in a new
song, “StyleOn ’Em." The swagger-jack angered

Nyckz enough that he put out a Ja dis video—
where else?— on YouTube.

Damien Scott

VIBE.COM: We got the

beefy news.
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a&B

Ne-Yo couldn’t step to the left if he wanted to. He’s actually stepping forward on to superstardom
— and there are rumors and X-rated photo leaks that go with it. Amy Linden wonders if this singing

songwriter has what it takes to write his way to the top— and stay

P
ame works in funny ways. Last August, singer/song-

writer Ne-Yo was just beginning to taste success: His

solo debut had sold more than a million copies, he

was an in-demand songwriter, and he was widely

acclaimed as a true R&B contender. Lifewas sweet— that is, until

a bit ofscuttlebutt started making itsway around the Web, some-

thing about an Essence magazine writer who had an exclusive

expose from adudewho claimed to have potentially career-alter-

ing dish. In short, Ne-Yo, who was briefly married at 1 9 and has

a 1 -year-old son Chimere, was about to get accused ofbeing gay.

Let’s face it— ifyou’re some kind offamous, rumors like this

can fly fast and free. And you’re particularlyvulnerable ifyou’re

a good-looking, little-known, unattached starwho’s lived most

oflife out ofthe public eye. After lighting up chat rooms and

blogs for a couple ofweeks, the “story” quietly disappeared, dis-

credited as untrue. It was Ne-Yo’s first 1 5 minutes offame, but

it wasn’t how he’d hoped it would come.

More than halfa year later, Ne-Yo is in New York to promote

his delicious sophomore album,KnowMe (Defjam), written in

part when he was in the heat of the gossip storm. And while it

would seem that the topic ofhis sexualitywould be the last thing

he would want to address, he’s still game to talk about it. In fact,

he’s philosophical about his first taste ofcontroversy. “For one,”

he says, “I’m an R&B singer, so that’s one strike against me any-

way. I’ve never been the thuggish dude.”

“This,” he continues, stabbing at take-out arroz con polio , “is

the way I look at it now. For one, you’re nobody ’til they think

you’re gay— that’s a truth ofthe business. Two ? You really gotta

take the good with the bad. I was having a conversation with my

management and the label, and they said, ‘We’ve reallygot to get

you out in public more because after they say you’re a great song-

writer, what else is there to say ?Nobodyknows anythingelse about

your lifestyle, what you eat in the morning....’” (For the record,

when he does eat breakfast, it’s bacon, egg, and cheese on a bagel.

“I know, it’s really bad,” he says, sighing.)

“I think that’swhy the gay thingwas so easy to believe,” he says,

“because itwas one ofthe only things that came out aboutme that

didn’t have to do with music.”

AND FOR NE-YO, MUSIC HAD LONG BEENEVERYTHING
What he was less schooled in was the machinations ofbeing a

star, and that’s exactly what his 2006 debut InMy Own Words

(Defjam) turned this 27-year-old songwriter into— overnight.

Singles such as “So Sick,” “When You’re Mad,” and “Sexy Love”

are creamy (but thankfully never corny) and fully loaded with

seemingly anachronistic throwback components: true hooks,

real choruses, reverberating chord changes, sweetly strong

melodies, and lyrics, a subject about which Ne-Yo is quite pas-

sionate.

“‘Fuck me’ is not a lyric,” he says dismissively. “The art ofsong-

writing is not saying‘fuck me’ but [finding] a more cleverwayof

sayingsomething instead ofjust going right in.When my album
came out, a lot ofpeople said itwas a breath offresh air, and itwas

to me, too. To tootmyown horn, itjust felt better. It felt like Stevie

Wonder and MichaelJackson.”

Maybe not yet, but with a repertoire that’s so far confined to

lush love songs, Ne-Yo’s more like a junior Kenneth “Babyface”

Edmonds ,
which ain’t halfbad either. And with his success, he’s
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“YOU’RE NOBODY ’TIL
THEYTHINKYOU’REGAY
—THAT’SATRUTH OF
THIS BUSINESS.”

not only one ofhis generation’s premier songwriters, he’s also

helping to make a songwriter something to aspire to be. Maybe

even something cool.

And ifhis best for-hire works— which include Marios 2004

“LetMe Love You,” Rihannas 2006 “Unfaithful,” and Beyonce’s

recent blockbuster “Irreplaceable”— are any indication, he’s also

making it distinctive. “There’s like seven chords used in pretty

much everyR&B songknown to man,” Ne-Yo says. “It’s real, real

predictable. So I pull melodies from country music, I pull from

certain pop songs.... That’swhyR&B got so boring for a minute,

because there was nothing to it. Everybody was talking ’bout

the same shit: my car or this girl ormymoneyor whatever. It was

all the same shit. People forgot what it is to tell a story. I think

that’swhycountry outsells just about everyother music, because

it has respect for the art ofstorytelling.”

Ne-Yo has no plans to leave R&B behind, but he’s willing to

travel to new territories— say, Nashville, where his respect for

song craft might also be accepted. “Any country artists looking

for music, please come my way,” he says enthusiastically. “I want

to show people that I’m not just an R&B writer, I’m not just a pop

writer; I’m a songwriter.”

IT TAKES MORE THAN SOMETHING AS MINOR AS
talent to succeed, so it should be mentioned that along with his

abilities, Ne-Yo is pretty. To say nothing ofgifted, chatty, smart,

sincerely nice, and fairly adorable. He’d probably make a great

boyfriend. Born In Camden, Ark., Schaffer Chimere “Ne-Yo”

Smith and his three siblingsgrew up in Las Vegas. Their dad,who
Ne-Yo says was “alitde abusive” (“At one point [mymom] could-

n’t attract nothingbut amanwho wanted toput his hands on her,”

he says), bailedwhen the children were still young. Ne-Yo’s mom,
who he says is his hero, persevered byworking as everythingfrom

a waitress to a keno runner. She was also an aspiring singer, and

passed that love ofmusicdown to her son . Alongwith singing, the

adolescent Ne-Yo wrote poems, but by the time he attended high

school at the Las Vegas Academy of International Studies,

Performing, and Visual Arts, his focus had shifted to painting. “I

was an art major. I had paint on my jeans and I was proud of it,

because that meant I’d created a masterpiece.”

Inspired by his formal art training and an uncle

whoworked as an animator at Warner Bros., Ne-Yo

was a self-described “grassy knoll kid,” an artsy

weirdo who dug both mainstream R&B and The

Smashing Pumpkins and whose only allies were the

other artsy weirdos. In the 1 1 th grade, he entered a

school talent competition on a dare. His choice of

material ? Boyz II Men’s unapologetically sentimen-

tal 1992 ballad “End ofThe Road” (coincidental-

ly, a Babyface production). His plan ? “Get up there

and make a fool ofmyself.”

The plan backfired.The audience ate hisperform-

ance up, Ne-Yo had an epiphany, and within a few

months his friends were encouraginghim to try for

a record deal. In 1998, Ne-Yo nabbed his first song-

writingcredit ofnote forR&B singerTQand then

started making the rounds, kicking around behind

the scenes for a few years. In 2002, he was signed as

an artist by Columbia— and then dropped. Ne-Yo

rebounded, auditioning for DefJam chairman

Antonio “L.A.” Reid, who, with former partner

Babyface, was the co-founder ofLaFace Records

and one halfofthe ’90s most influential R&B cre-

ative team. “I could’ve shit myself’cause ofwho he

was,” Ne-Yo says, laughing. He impressed Reid,who

signedhim to Defjam in 2004 and soon put him to

work notonlyon hisown debut, but also on collab-

orations with Ghostface Killah and Rihanna.

IfInMy Own Words elevated Ne-Yo from Cog In

The Machine to Phenomenon, then this time he’s
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“THAT’SWHYCOUNTRY
OUTSELLSJUSTABOUT
EVERYOTHER MUSIC,
BECAUSE ITHASTHE
RESPECTFORTHEART
OF STORYTELLING.”

gunning tor Artist. Much like its predecessor, KnowAte is seduc-

tively laced with a gentle, insistent longing. You can hear it on

songs like “Do You,” which, Ne-Yo explains, picks up where “So

Sick” left off, or the playful “Crazy,” with its breathless vocals.

(“Another one of my unofficial tributes to Michael [Jackson],”

he says.) And then there’s “Addicted,” a pulsingnumber inspired

by a cover line on VIBE’s May 2006 issue that read “Ne-Yo:

Addicted to Sex.” KnowMe shows a songwriter hittinghis stride

and focusingway more on tradition than trends.

You certainly hear that in his best-known composition to date,

“Irreplaceable,” the third single from Beyonce Knowles’ multiplat-

inum B'Day (Columbia). “Irreplaceable” was released in October

2006 and by December had hit No. 1 on Billboards Hot 1 00 chart,

where it stayed for 1 0 weeks. It also racked up almost a million dig-

ital sales. “Irreplaceable” certainly bore Ne-Yo’s influence— the

rich melodies, unusual chord changes, and lyrics that told a famil-

iar story (chick kickingdude to the curb) without primeval cliches.

Months before its release, Ne-Yowas braggingabout

“Irreplaceable.” “Anybodywho interviewed me,who
spoke to me, knew the songwas coming and that I

had something to do with it,” he says.

Everythingremained copasetic until Beyonce did

a show in Japan in September. As Ne-Yo heard it,

“Beyonce steppedon the stage and said, ‘Iwrote this

for my girls,’ or something like that, and then

[‘Irreplaceable’] came on.” A few months later,

Beyonc^ elaborated in Entertainment Weekly on

how her star turn as DreamgirlDeenaJones had

helped fuel “Irreplaceable,” the biggest hit ofher

solo career: “I probably made my most emotional,

aggressive record ever. I’d neverhad somanywomen
say that they’dput on the record [to help them] not

pick up the phone and take him back. I’m walking

down hallways and see fans yelling, ‘To the left /

To the left.’”

Ne-Yo responded on the air at Los Angeles’ Power

1 06, where he not only reiterated his contribution

but also sang “Irreplaceable” flawlessly and a capel-

la, like it was his and his alone. The rift has since

been setded, though, and the two continue towork

together. Ne-Yo says he has the utmost respect for

the singer. “I continue to say that the songwould

not be what it is ifshe didn’t do what she did.”

Yet while no one minimized or outright denied

Ne-Yo’s contribution, such is the plight ofthe song-

writer, forever in the background. What Ne-Yo

must now figure out is whether he’s a songwriter

who also sings, or a singer who can write. There

was a time when ifasked to choose one or the other, Ne-Yo would

have gladly opted to be the guy behind the scenes. But today?

Ne-Yo shrugs. “Six months ago, I didn’t know what it felt like to

stand in front ofa crowd of20,000 people and have them sing

my song back to me. Getting that response ? That’s worth it to

me to be a performer
”

And so, slowly it seems, he’s learned how to be a star. Though
he’s 27, he says that Ne-Yo “the public figure” is just 24. After

the gay rumor circulated last year, photos ofthe singer on the

receiving end oforal sex mysteriously leaked to the Internet.

InJanuary, a video ofhim frolickingon a beach in Barbados with

an unidentified woman appeared on TMZ.com. These are the

wages ofsuccess, and Ne-Yo’s ready to be burdened.

Ne-Yo confesses: He’s not a sex addict.

OnlyatVIBE.COM
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WELCOME TO BOOT CAMP. IT’S TIME TO WHIP YOUR ASS
INTO SHAPE FOR THE SUMMER. NOW DROP AND GIVE US 20

PHOTOGRAPHED BY DANIELLE LEVITT/ STYLED BY MEMSOR KAMARAKE
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THREE KINGS:

(From left) Tank top by Converse
by John Varvatos; tank top (worn

under) by Burberry: cargo pants

by G-Star. Cargo shorts by

Timberland; boxer shorts by

Calvin Klein Underwear. Cargo

shorts by A. Tiziano; belt by

Etnies. Dog tags, all by

armynavy.com



BEHIND ENEMY LINES:

(From left) Cargo shorts ar>d

dog-tag watch, both by
Rocawear; belt by Etnies.

watch by Panerai Tank top by
Splendid Mills: cargo shorts by

Sean John: diamond dog-tag
necklace by Avianne & Co.



PLATOON:

Men's cargo shorts, all by

American Eagle Outfitters;

combat boots, all by Harley-

Davidson Footwear. Cropped

corduroy pants by G Unit
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(From left) Cargo

shorts by Marc Ecko
Cut & Sew Tank tops,

both by American

Eagle Outfitters;

cargo pants by

Converse by John
Varvatos Tank top by

Splendid Mills: cargo

pants by Sean John;

diamond dog-tag

necklace by Avianne

& Co. Thermal T-shirt

by DAG: cargo shorts

by Rocawear Tank

top by Calvin Klein

Underwear: shorts by

DKNY Jeans. Thermal

T-shirt by Splendid

Mills; shorts by Sean
John. Dog tags, all by

armynavy com
Combat boots (on

guys), all by Harley-

Davidson Footwear



THE PATRIOT:

Military shirt byG Unit;

pants by Rocawear

GROOMING NOTE:
A man hard at work
always needs to keep
his grooming game up.
PURE SPORT BODY
SPRAY BY OLD SPICE
keeps him smelling
good, even if he's
under pressure.
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WE WERE SOLDIERS:

(From left) Military shirt by Polo

Ralph Lauren; tank and shorts,

both byAmerican Eagle

Outfitters Cargo shorts by
Timberland; boxer shorts by
Calvin Klein Underwear. Shirt

by Banana Republic; cargo

shorts by DKNY Jeans. Cargo
shorts by Timberland. Dog tags,

all byarmynavy.com

Photographed on
March 19, 2007, at
the Brooklyn Navy
Yard in Brooklyn, N.Y.

Grooming by Merrell
Hollis, Ken Barboza
Associates

Prop styling by
Amy Henry
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BlackPlanet.com
THE WORLD IS YOURS

LISTENH
DISCOVER
CONNECTI
BlackPlanet.com and Vibe have partnered up for an online music

exclusive. Each month we'll be showcasing our top artist right here

in Vibe.

This Month’s Featured Artist: Kayenne Live

Member Since: October 19, 2006

Hails From: Atlanta, GA

Genre: Alternative, Hip Hop, Soul

You can find her at:

http://music.blackplanet.com/kayennelive

REPRESENT!
Black Music Month 2007 kicks-off in June and BlackPlanet.com has

the entire month covered. From our "Amplify" talent contest to our

Dance Challenge we're helping our hottest members unleash their

talent on the world. So get hyped and be prepared to Represent!

Check us out:

http://blackmusicmonth.blackplanet.com
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REVOLUTIONS

FABOLOUS
FROM NOTHIN'
TO SOMETHIN'
DEF JAM

Fabolous is a material boy living in a material world.

Fine Corinthian leather makes the car, the ride on the

G4 makes the trip, the princess cuts on his princess

you get what you pay for. and all the ambiguous

glory inherent in that cliche. A top-shelf wordsmith

with a remarkable slow flow, capable of pause-and-

rewind-worthy couplets. Fab towers above punch-

line rappers like Cassidy and Papoose. But like the

obsessively raps

ifacktheSF*
Fabolous is much like a pre-Blueprint version

of his new boss. Jay-Z. positing himself as a

heartless hustlerwho uses his gifted way with words

to accrue and discuss wealth. Perhaps Hov saw

some of himself in his fellow Brooklynite and thought

that, if put m the right ^uappn at a legendary label.

Fab might turn his cashmere thoughts into a break-

through album.

From Nothin ’ to Somethin ' isn’t that, differing

from Fabolous’ other four full-lengths in only minute

ways. But stagnation doesn't seem to bother Fab

one bit. Hesays asmuchon the Young Jeezy-assist-

ed “Diamonds On My Chain." sighing. “They gotta

*Tov#W rW’l8PWerrf§ufefemey Hftte It
"

Still, this album is hard to hate. There are

kinetic, head-nodding productions from Just Blaze

and Reefa, and quotable couplets aplenty. Fab

handles R&B-heavy tracks likethe idyllic Ne-Yo duet

“Make Me Better" (produced byTimbaland) with the

same sWIl that turnedur Mo littoa supeiwoman s»»

years ago And he justifies his thug on "Gangsta,"

which sees Junior Reid drawing more blood as Fab

celebrates a typical fantasy harem.

For 16 bars on a guest verse. Fab can be the

greatest rapper alive. But no punch lines can make

you forget that he seems unable, and uninterested,

m conveying anything other than vanfty. He’s forever

of them all?” Are you, you conceited bastard?

Chris Ryan

Illustration by ERIC JORDAN



REVOLUTIONS

Maroon 5’s gooey

2002 debut, Songs

About Jane (Octone),

was neither soul nor

rock nor pop, but at

times approximated

all three— and in so

doing left the group

with a buoyant, if

confused introduc-

tion. Still, it featured

four major hits —

r

so what to do next?

On this five-years-

brewing follow-up,

the band is faster and

tighter, and, by turns,

better. But it’s no less

clear what kind of

sound they aspire to,

leaving Maroon 5

stuck somewhere

between tentative

artists and experimen-

tal hitmakers.

The band’s secret

weapon is lead singer

Adam Levine's voice,

a tense, coiled

falsetto with almost

no bottom register—
it's sometimes grating

and it’s sometimes

winsome. On “If I

Never See Your Face

Again," one of many
Why must love be so

damn hard? songs

here— a style they

honed on their break-

out hit “This Love”—
Levine’s boilerplate

lyrics (“It makes me
burn to learn / You're

with another man”)

exasperate, but have

a smooth charm

nonetheless. Lyrically,

Levine has always

toiled somewhere

between abysmal

and clich6, but some
of the the band’s

choices, particularly

those of guitarist

James Valentine,

display a surprising

derring-do, like

“Kiwi,” a fervent

George Clinton-

meets-George-

Michael workout. And

true to Maroon 5’s

skill set, they make it

sound like a hit.

Sean Fennessey

BETTY DAVIS
BETTY DAVIS:
THEY SAY I’M DIFFERENT

LIGHTN THE ATTIC

Betty Davis was

cooking her own
bitches brew just

as her ex-husband

Miles began hankering

for psychedelia.

The former model/

fashionista introduced

Davis to Jimi Hendrix

and Sly Stone.

After they split, she

embarked on her own
career in music, a short

but trailblazing foray

into sexually charged

funk, partly chronicled

in these reissues of her

first two albums, from

73 and 74. In a

remarkable growl that's

as likely to allure as to

repel, she levels sex

anthems like ‘If I’m in

Luck I Might Get

Picked Up,” “He Was
a Big Freak," and “You

Won’t See Me in the

Morning," all testa-

ments to her direct-

ness, while her delivery

careens between fierce

and kittenish, untouch-

able and vulnerable,

aggressive and caustic.

Those deadly

dichotomies were a

source of power for

Davis both musically

and as a muse. On
“Game Is My Middle

Name," she taunts,

"Whatever you wanna

play, I said I'll play it with

you," a coy challenge,

which helps explain the

litany of funk dudes

panting her praises in

the comprehensive liner

notes here. Davis gave

it up after one more

album, retiring to

Pittsburgh and virtual

obscurity. Decades

later, the world may
finally be ready for her

indomitable swagger.

Julianne Shepherd

On Gang Starr’s 1994

classic “Mass Appeal."

Guru memorably

rapped, "Give me a fly

beat /And I’m all in it."

During the group’s

downtime, the Boston

native successfully

transferred that formula

to his side project

Jazzmatazz, curating

balmy mood pieces

that suited his ever-

monotone vocals. But

with this fourth install-

ment, a sullen and

seemingly sapped Guru

reneges on both

counts, dropping

cursory reflections over

producer Solar’s clich6

smooth-jazz samples.

Excepting the Raheem

DeVaughn-vaulted

“Wait on Me," Guru is

not just without a fly

beat here; he’s missing

a chance to take us

back to his future.

Jalylah Burrell

Often slathered with

the emo-rap tag,

Rhode Island icono-

clast Sage Francis is

a potent lyricist who
treasures Allen

Ginsberg as much as

Jeru the Damaja. “She

dangled that carrot

and then asked me,

What would Bukowski

do?" he raps on “Got

Up This Morning," a

searing duet with folk

princess Jolie Holland.

But the meandering

faux trip hop here

dampens literary

works like “Water

Line," a ballad about

the aftereffects of

Hurricane Katrina. With

sharper beats for these

imaginative rhymes.

Human the Death

Dance might have

been powerful. Instead

it sounds like a drippy,

overlong poetry

reading. Mosi Reeves

Apparently, somebody

forgot to tell Ryan

Shaw that when it

comes to interpreting

a classic, the goal

should be to make it

your own. Persuasive

and full-throated, this

26-year-old soul singer

certainly has chops.

but competency can’t

elevate his debut

much beyond high-

end karaoke. With a

scant three self-

penned originals here,

Shaw too often relies

on the technique and

tone of artists past.

Give him credit for

good taste in R&B
gems like Wilson

Pickett's 1962 hit "I

Found A Love." But if

Shaw believes they

don't write them like

they used to. that

doesn't mean he

ought to copy them

outright. Amy Linden

i

I
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She wears it to raise desperately needed funds for HIV/AIDS care services, education and vaccine

development. Over half a million people have chosen to wear The Bracelet. What about you?

Available at: The Body Shop; Kenneth Cole; Virgin Megastore; Ben Bridge Jewelers and I I X 1

1

other fine retailers. Or to order call 1 -800-88-UNTIL or visit us at WWW.UNTIL.ORG. THERE'S A CURE
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BOOMSHOTS
Reggae Riddims & Reality

by Rob Kenner

V! . K V'-

I
INTHEHOuWJ
360 degrees of

On a sleepy suburban street

just north of Miami, there's a

state-of-the-art recording

facility called Circle House

whose exact location isn't

listed in the phone book or on

the Internet. “Those who need

to know," says Abebe Lewis,

the studio complex's 27-year-

old overseer, “they know."

Good thing, too. Monster hits

like Usher's 2004 “Yeah!"

Ciara’s 2004 “Goodies," and

Lil Wayne's 1999 “Tha Block Is

Hot" were laid down here, the

artists inspired to creative

heights by the studio's homey
atmosphere — that is, if

your home is an exquisitely

decorated pleasure palace

complete with swimming pool,

billiards, tiki hut, fully stocked

kitchen, and what Abebe's

father, Ian Lewis, refers to as

“the yard vibes."

Said vibes are so strong

because Ian and his brother

Roger Lewis are founding

members of the reggae band

INNER CIRCLE, a cornerstone

of Jamaican music, and now
American music as well. The

most sought-after studio In

Miami is the house that Inner

Circle built.

"When everybody come them

just humble," says dreadlocked

bass master Ian as his dogs

romp on the grass. “You see

Alicia Keys. Puffy— everybody

walk inside calm and cool."

Originally formed in 1968 as

the rhythm section behind the

late great Jacob “Killer” Miller,

Inner Circle is more than a

band; it’s an institution. They

helped organize the legendary

1976 Smile Jamaica peace

concert and Reggae Sun &
Ting, the forerunner to Reggae

Sunsplash. Following Miller's

death in a 1980 car crash, the

band took a hiatus. But even

after personnel changes and

relocation to Miami, they

continued to flourish. “I don’t

think Inner Circle has received

the credit it deserves," says

their veteran keyboardist

Bernard “Touter” Harvey. The

band’s 1994 album Bad Boys
(Big Beat) sold a million copies,

and the title cut became the

theme song to the pioneering

reality-TV show Cops, proceeds

from which were reinvested into

building up Circle House.

“We can't complain. We have

we gold and platinum album.

As far as our peers go. we no

seek no whole heap of hype,"

says Ian Lewis. Just across

the street, the band is finishing

up their new album. State of

the World (Sound Bwoy).

Judging by “Blood A Run"

featuring Mr. “One Blood,"

Junior Reid, there’s nothing

light about it. “Father give us

plenty," says Lewis, “and we
still giving thanks."

HEAVY ROTATION
LADY SAW Walk Out (VP)

LEE “SCRATCH" PERRY
The Upsetter Selection:

A Lee Perry Jukebox (Trojan)

VARIOUS ARTISTS Double

Up Volume 4 (Brickwall)

MARCIA GRIFFITHS

Melody Life (VP)

DA’VILLE On My Mind (VP)

Rapper resurrections

aren’t pretty. Some
MCs go gauche

and grown (Jay-Z’s

Kingdom Come),

others take one part

of their aesthetic to an

exhaustive extreme

(DMX’s Year of the

Dog...Again) — in

either case, it can be a

disaster. 37-year-old

Reggie “Redman”

Noble knows it’d be

unwise to screw with

his messily blissful

formula— equal

parts weed anthems,

goofball musings, and

club bangers. In the

six years since his last

album, no one has

filled his role as clever

party MC. So, sticking

to this time-tested

recipe on his sixth

album, the Newark

native effortlessly

delivers a rare and

fresh commodity: fun,

unforced hip hop.

Marquee producers

Timbaland (“Put It

Down”) and Scott

Storch (“Freestyle

Freestyle") each

contribute a booming,

otherworldly track, but

longtime collaborators

like Erick Sermon and

Rockwilder handle the

bulk of the production

here. “Walk In Gutta,"

featuring Def Squad

cohorts Sermon and

Keith Murray, is an

insouciant throwback,

recalling a time when
humor was currency

enough (Sermon

hilariously gurgles,

“I got a gut /Fuck

pythons"). And while

"Merry Jane” and

“Blow Treez” require

little explanation, it’s

refreshing to hear Red

still toiling in the

smoke— maybe he

just forgot how to go

anywhere else.

Sean Fennessey

There must be sinner's

music in J Moss' iPod.

On the gospel new

jack's second album,

“Jump, Jump" lifts

directly from Nas' “You

Owe Me," a squelchy

Timbaland production.

On “Dance," a team-up

of gospel innovators

featuring Kirk Franklin,

there's a lyrical nod to 2

Live Crew. And on

"Afraid," as Moss gets

topical (“They using

fear as a weapon to

evoke hate... / Don't

wanna use the phone

'cause it might

be. . .ssssshhhhhh /

Somebody's listen-

ing."), his staccato

vocal patterns recall

nothing so much as R.

Kelly on “Fiesta."

Up against his supple

2004 debut, TheJ
Moss Project (Gospo

Centric). V2 is brawny

and dense— but it’s

no less eloquent. Moss

is a vivid, clean vocalist

who sells even his most

uncritical praise well:

“Nobody is a nobody /

God doesn't make

mistakes," he assures

on "Nobody," sounding

more wise than blind.

And “Abundantly,"

this album’s most

traditional song, is

utterly beautiful. But

while the bulk of Moss'

music is modem, his

ideas only sometimes

are. On “Let It Go,"

he details an affair:

“Lookin' at them

thighs, like a twinkle

in my eye... / If I do it

one time, what really

would the conse-

quences be?" It's a

hypothetical, one

assumes. But there's

as much thrill in the

mere asking as there is

joy in the rest of the

album's submission.

Jon Caramanica
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REVOLUTIONS

It would reek of

hyperbole to claim

that Swizz Beatz has

evolved from hack to

virtuoso, but his

decade-long progres-

sion from greenhorn

Ruff Ryders key-

boardist to veteran

superproducer is

nonetheless impres-

sive. On his debut as a

performer, he mutates

again— this time into

a rapper. It’s an

ambitious undertak-

ing; in lieu of recruiting

collaborators for a

compilation LP, like his

scattershot 2002

Presents G.H.E.T.T.O.

Stories (Dreamworks),

he emphasizes his

own hoarse vocals,

while passing most of

the production duties

to underlings like Neo

Da Matrix.

More DJ Kool than

Kool G Rap, Swizz is

his own hype-man,

segueing from hook

to boastful hook while

cribbing lines from

Slick Rick, Rakim,

and Jay-Z (the latter's

2001 “Girls, Girls,

Girls" gets interpo-

lated). He certainly

lacks the transcendent

personality of

Kanye West, but in

comparison to other

producers-tumed-

rappers, he comfort-

ably holds his own.

When the production

is splattered with

swollen kick-drums,

air-raid sirens, and

catchy refrains, One
Man is a lot of dispos-

able fun. On the chirpy

“The Product Man,"

which features a mean
bass line and more

self-congratulations,

Swizz preens, “100

million sold, that's the

right statement.”

If such masturbation

is a guilty pleasure,

Swizz’s attempts at

more meaningful

content are surpris-

ingly satisfying. On
“Part of the Plan,”

featuring a sample of

Coldplay’s “X & Y," he

recalls childhood

hardships with enough

detail to make one

suspect that he can

actually, you know.

rap: “Arguing with my
brother about who
would pick the mouse

up / Opened up the

oven to heat the house

up." The appearance

of Coldplay, whose

vocalist, Chris Martin,

was also a rap-friendly

rock nabob on Jigga’s

Kingdom Come, is

indicative of Swizz’s

desired artistic ambi-

tion, but his creative

lane is only so wide.

Still, as both his

longevity and likeabil-

ity prove, it’s possible

to keep making Ryder

music without rein-

venting the wheel.

Ben Detrick

On their vaunted,

surprisingly mature

2006 debut, Whatever

People Say /Am, That's

What I'm Not (Domino),

British quartet Arctic

Monkeys performed a

difficult and impressive

task: They were rhyth-

mically addictive

without ever trying too

hard to prove their

technical prowess.

Now, on tracks like “Do

Me a Favour,” about a

nasty breakup that

ends in tears, the band

folds into where they

fit best: the Pixies-

innovated, Nirvana-

improved loud-quiet-

loud dynamic. And

while lead singer Alex

Turner is still wordy and

wise, it’s the sharp

arrangements and

metallic guitar squalls

that give this follow-up

the band's signature

punch. Linda Hobbs

JOE

AIN’TNOTHIN’ UKEME

JIVE

Since his extra-smooth

1 993 debut, Everything

(Polygram), Joe has

always lived up to his

name: average, ho-

hum, easily lost in the

crooner crowd. But his

seventh album, though

heavy on cheese, is

surprisingly pleasant,

Underdogs craft

a hard-charging

backdrop for Joe’s big-

headed yet believable

“Ain't Nothin' Like Me."

Nevertheless. Joe is as

he's always been— his

voice is velvety, and his

lyrics are Velveeta.

Laura Checkoway

especially as there is a

deficit right now of true

grown-man R&B. Joe

stays young with A-list

production and rap

cameos on up-tempo

numbers like the

urgent “Where You At,"

produced by Sean

Garrett. Later, The

CALLE 13

RESIDENTE O VISITANTE

NORTE

With their self-titled

2005 debut, Calle 1 3—
MC Rene P6rez

“Residente" Joglar and

producer Eduardo

Cabra “Visitante"

Martinez— brought

musical malleability,

self-deprecating humor,

and art school perspec-

tive to reggaeton's rigid

formula. Quickly, these

middle-class Puerto

Rican Beastie Boys

became pop sensa-

tions, snatching three

Latin Grammys and

collaborating with

superstars like Nelly

Furtado. On Residente,

their cutting-edge

appeal is reduced to

vulgar lyrics (if you need

a primer on how to say

“tits" in Spanish, this

is it). And though this

second album shows

impressive breadth,

swaying from reggaeton

to cumbia and tango,

Calle 13’s powerful

social critiques are but a

memory. Nuria Net
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VIBE Street Lit presents...

Something even darker from the author of Dark.

"The title character of Jasper's

taut, brutal inner-city

Study is trying hard to

preserve a shred of purity and decency,

but the mean streets of Washington,

D.C. make it a tough proposition...

Authentic and inematically

convincing details

underpin Snow's inner struggle."

- Publishers' Weekly

www.vibe.com/vbooks
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Dawn Robinson, Terry Ellis.

Maxine Jones, and Cindy

Herron were not childhood

friends with dreams of making

it big. There were no long

nights spent practicing in the

basement, no talent shows or

stories of shopping their demo.

They were four strangers who
answered an ad in the trades

looking for lead singers. And

quickly, almost effortlessly. En

Vogue became a multiplatinum-

selling supergroup, the first of

their kind. Sure, The Supremes.

The Ronettes, and The

Emotions came before them,

but this was a different genera-

tion of music-making and

marketing. And while En Vogue

may have been strategically

packaged and glamorously

groomed, there was no denying

that these ladies could sing.

And how they could harmonize.

En Vogue introduced their

classy brand of soul with

1990's Bom to Sing (East West)

and their first smash. “Hold

On,” an answer of sorts to

1 962’s “Who’s Loving You"

from Smokey Robinson & The

Miracles. But it was their

sophomore album, 1992's

definitive Funky Divas (East

West), that took the world by

storm with a string of exuber-

ant singles. “My Lovin' (You’re

Never Gonna Get It)” was
sassy, assertive, and one of

that year’s biggest hits, while

“Free Your Mind," a rock-ish

anthem with a George Clinton-

lifted chorus, felt profound. The

alluring “Giving Him Something

He Can Feel” was a double

remake— the song was

originally recorded by Aretha

Franklin for the 1 976 film

Sparkle and the sultry video

was inspired by a scene from

the movie.

In 1993, A Tribe Called Quest’s

Phife Dawg spoke for masses of

men when he rapped that he

“used to have a crush on Dawn

from En Vogue”— but En Vogue

was a women’s group in every

sense. The quartet teamed up

with Salt-N-Pepa in 1994 for

“Whatta Man." which reminded

women that there were still

mighty, mighty good men out

there. And while all four divas

sang lead, it was Robinson who
shined brightest, eventually

leaving to pursue a solo career

before En Vogue released EV3

(East West), their first effort as a

trio, in 1 997. Robinson went on

to join Lucy Pearl with Raphael

Saadiq and Ali Shaheed

Muhammad for one album in

2000, and En Vogue continued

on under different configurations

for three more albums. But

Dawn never made it without her

divas, and they couldn't make it

without her.

Laura Checkoway

HIGHER LEARNING
"DON’T GO" {Bom To Sing)

"HOLD ON (HIP HOP REMIX)"

(Remix to Sing)

“GIVE IT UP, TURN IT LOOSE”
(Funky Divas)

“DON’T LET GO (LOVE)" (EV3)

The Firm feat Dawn Robinson,

"FIRM BIZ" (The Album)

Benin-born, Paris-

educated, Brooklyn-

based singer-

songwriter Angelique

Kidjo has always made
listeners feel at home.

She may lack the

lungs of Malian diva

Oumou Sangare, but

she compensates with

an openness to

international styles,

submitting to Afro-pop

or Euro-schlock with

equal abandon. Her

previous albums have

focused specifically

on African music's

affinities with Brazil

and Cuba, but she's

never ranged more

widely than on Djin

Djin, her eighth studio

release, where the

grooves are downright

pan-global. And she’s

never been more

accommodating to

collaborators, adopt-

ing the personality of

each guest. With

Amadou and Mariam,

she’s bubbly. Later,

with Alicia Keys and

Branford Marsalis,

she’s classy, and even

a bit chilly.

But Kidjo can be

too accommodating.

In a poperatic assault

on Sade’s 1992

“Pearls,” she and Josh

Groban bring out more

cheese-ball in guest

Carlos Santana than

Rob Thomas ever did.

And the cheaply exotic

cover of the Rolling

Stones’ “Gimme

Shelter,” with Joss

Stone, could make you

forgive Britney’s 2000

version of “(I Can’t Get

No) Satisfaction." But

a third reinterpretation,

“Lonlon," where a

harp-like kora softens

the carnal thrust of

Ravel’s “Bolero” into a

flirtatious coo, may be

the ideal manifestation

of her one-world sen-

sibility. With no guests

in earshot, Kidjo finally

sounds at home
herself. Keith Harris

In the time since

Hurricane Katrina,

musicians have

responded with

righteous fury and dark

indignation. Now
comes a salvo from

bluesman James

Blood Ulmer, who
wrote several songs in

a spirit of outrage right

after the storm, and

finally recorded them

last December in New
Orleans. The result is

hardly the timeliest

post-Katrina state-

ment, but with Ulmer’s

murky drawl and

plangent electric

guitar, it achieves a

humid immediacy.

Guitarist/producer

Vernon Reid, formerly

of Living Colour,

handpicked the

classic blues cuts

that take up half the

album. Reid's also a

member of Ulmer's

The Memphis Blood

Blues Band, who

sound battle-scarred

and fierce on Howlin'

Wolf's “Commit a

Crime," and convinc-

ingly scary on John

Lee Hooker’s 1 966

“This Land Is

Nobody’s Land."

But the strongest

stuff here is Ulmer’s

own. On the bayou-

funk opener. “Survivors

of the Hurricane," he

paints a harrowing and

all-too-familiar picture

of “five days fighting

for life." In the death-

knell blues number

“Katrina," he scolds

“all the rich and able"

that abandoned their

brethren as the storm

advanced. Later, in

“There Is Power in the

Blues,” he offers some
advice: “Let's start

over just one more

time / Use the concept

of the blues /To feel

our way around." And

he makes this sound

like the best idea

we’ve heard yet.

Nate Chinen
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We all have to look out for each other. And with so many children drowning
EACH YEAR, A CHILD NEEDS YOU TO BECOME A LIFEGUARD TODAY.

Contact your local chapter or visit redcross.org
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DETAILS MERE TO BUY IT

Like what you see? You know we've got you covered. Beam your
style to the future and check out where you can find the items on our
fashion pages.

COVER AND PAGE 92:Top. $675. by Dsquarecf (At Jeffery. NYC. 212-206- 1 272); shorts.

S990. and sandals. $4,650. both by Chanel (800-550-0005); cuffs. $525. both by Lia Sophia

(
liasophia.com).

PAGE 90: Bikini top, $255, and shorts. $575, both by Jean Paul Gaultier, LasVegas. NV (702-

770-3490); necklace, price available upon request, by Garrard [garrard.com): bangles. $75
each, by Ben-Amun N.Y.C. (212-944-6480).

PAGE 94: Dress, $645, by Dsquared* (At Jeffery, NYC, 2 1 2-206- 1 272): necklace, price avail-

able on request, by Garrard igarrard.com).

MUHIONt “TRAINING DAY"
PAGE 1 1 6: Tank top, $95, by Converse byJohn Varvatos ibloomingdales.com) ; tanktop by
Burberry (Ourberry.com)-, pants, $160, G-Star ig-star.com). Shorts. $55, by Timberland
(itimberland.com); underwear, $20. by Calvin Klein Underwear (cAu.com). Shorts, $78. by
A. Tiziano (atiziano.com): belt, $1 4. by Etnies (etnies.com). Dog tags, all by ArmyNavy.com
(armynavy.com).

PAGE 1118: Shorts and watch, both by Rocawear
(
rocawear.com): belt, $1 4 ,

by Etnies

(etnies.com); watch, price available on request, Panerai (panerai.com). Tank top by Splendid

Mills (sptendid.com); shorts. S78. bySean John (seanjohn.com); necklace, price availableon
request, by Avianne & Co. ipvianneandco.com).

PAGE 120: Shorts. $36-$40, by American Eagle Outfitters (ae.com); boots, $96-$120. by
Harley-Davidson Footwear (harley-davidson.com); pants byG Unit (macys.com).

PAGE 1 21 : Shorts, $78, by Marc Ecko Cut & Sew (ekounttd. com); tank tops, $1 6each, both
by American Eagle Outfitters (ae.com); pants. $195, by Converse by John Varvatos
ipaksfifthavenue.com). Tank top by Splendid Mills (splendid.com); pants, $74. by Sean John
(seanjohn.com); diamond dog tag necklace, price available on request, by Avianne
& Co. ipvtanneandco.com). Thermal T-shirt by D&G (dolcegabbana.com); shorts by Rocawear
(
rocawear.com). Tanktop, S30for three, by Calvin Klein Underwear (cku.com); shorts. $55,

byDKNYJeans
(dknyfeans.com). Thermal T-shirt by Splendid Mills (spferxiid.com), shorts. $78,

by Sean John (seanjohn.com). Combat boots. S96-S1 20, all by Harley-Davidson Footwear

(
harley-davidson.com).

PAGE1 22: Military shirt, $48. by G Unit (rnacys.com); pants by Rocawear (
rocawear.com).

PAGE123: Tank top, Si 6. by American Apparel (amehcanapparel.net). pants. $140, by
G-Star (NYC, 212-219-2744), dog tag by Great Scott: gloves, $125, by La Crasia
Gloves

(
wegloveyou.com).

PAGE 124: Military shirt. $85. by
Polo Ralph Lauren (polo.com); tank.

$16. and shorts, $35, by American
Eagle Outfitters (ae.com). Shorts.

$55. by Timberland (timbertand.com);

underwear, $20, by Calvin Klein

Underwear (cku.com). Shirt by Banana
Republic

(
bananarepublic.com); cargo

shorts. $55. by DKNY Jeans
(dknyjeans.com); shorts, $55, by
Timberland (timbertand.com ). Dog tags,

all by ArmyNavy.com (armynavy.com).
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Try Maxoderm CONNECTION* FREE TODAY!

ADVERTISEMENT
And For A Limited Time, receive an additional $200 in Free Gifts!

*see details below

“My Boyfriend’s SECRET
... for Amazing SEX!”

A s a faithful reader of your magazine, I just had to tell your readers about a

recent experience I had with my boyfriend. First, let me just say he is a great

guy. But, after dating for six months, it seemed he was having confidence

issues in AND out of bed. It was having a real negative effect on his sexual prowess and

let's face it, with any new relationship, it usually doesn't last very long without a real

strong sexual connection. My dilemma was that I really liked the guy.

Thankfully, I didn't have to make a difficult decision because everything

changed a few days ago. I came home from work and he basically tore my clothes off

before I even made it through the door. Confident, aggressive, he made all the right

moves. I definitely felt sensations I’d never felt before ... in places I forgot existed. We
made love for what seemed like an eternity. I never knew what some of my friends

meant when they said the earth moved from having sex - I do now. I can honestly say

it was the best sex I've ever had in my entire life.

When I asked him what was going on - what brought about the change - he

wouldn't answer me. So I did what any red-blooded American woman would do, I

started snooping. It didn't take me long to figure out his secret. In his underwear drawer

under the “men’s magazines”, was a tube of Maxoderm CONNECTION. After reading

the fine print and finding the website, I went online to www.maxodermct.com to discover

more about this magic in a tube.

Maxoderm CONNECTION (of which I'm having my boyfriend buy a lifetime

supply) is a lotion that is applied topically to the most “intimate areas”. An all natural

mix of herbs, it helps improve stimulation directly at the source - that's when amazing

things start to happen. He achieves harder, stronger erections and mv orgasms go

through the roof! We aren’t into taking pills of any kind - not even aspirin - so I was

relieved to find he was using something topical without any systemic side effects.

Unless you want to think of great sex as a side effect, because that's definitely what's

going on at our place - ALL the time!

So ... please print this letter. Anyone who wants to experience mind-blowing

intimacy has to try Maxoderm CONNECTION. They need to tell their boyfriends,

husbands or partners about this product. Or just “accidentally” leave a tube lying around

for them to “accidentally” find. I really want to thank the woman who developed

Maxoderm CONNECTION - only a woman could design something that feels this good.

rr
TJ

Phoenix, AZ

*P.S., Let your readers know I’m pretty sure they can still get a FREE MONTH SUPPLY

of Maxoderm CONNECTION with their order by calling 1 -800-858-0203 or

by visiting their website at www.maxodermct.com . and FOR A LIMITED TIME,

you can still get $200 worth of FREE GIFTS with your order that are

yours to keep - no questions asked. Oh and even better, their product is

backed by a 90 Day Full Money Back Guarantee.
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LOS ANGELES*
RECORDING SCHOOL

888 688 LARS

larecordingschool.com

6690 Sunset Blvd.

Hollywood CA 90028

I - I l Tf#*^V/CCBT *
.
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YES! Sendme 3 DVDS, Item #F 123
I am enclosing $24.9S*(check or money order) Shipping & Handling is FREE.
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ADDRESS:

'CA & NC residents add state & local sales tax
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ADAM & EVE
Dept.VB22 PO Box 900
Carrboro, NC 27510

We offer a 700% Money-Back Guarantee!

Call us at: 800-274-0333 24/7 or visit us ONLINE at: adameveblack.com
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Free 30 Day Supply *See Details Below,

Size Does
Matter!

Now there is an All-Natural non-prescription pill to give you a...

Bigger, Thicker, Longer Penis!
Guaranteed Results

G et serious about having the biggest, thickest,

longest penis possible. Don’t waste any more time

on cream, sprays or products that have not been

proven. Start seeing real results today, take XOMAX
now! Women will crave your new penis like never

before. You don’t have to wait months, weeks or even

days to get the results you want You’ll start to see

noticeable gains with your very first dose.

XOMAX is Superior to All Male
Enlargement Pills! See For Yourself

in 5 Inches -

3 < Inches
-

U
S J Inches -

a
E 2 Inches

-

U Xomax
Other Brands 1

| Don't measure up
| J

Concentrated Formula
This new highly concentrated formula makes all the

difference in the world. Never before has there been

an all-natural formula that works as fast and effective-

ly as XOMAX. To increase the size of your penis, you

need a solution that works. You won’t find a more
potent formula for growth and development of your

penis -it’s proven!

Xomax is Better
XOMAX was put to the test! By comparing the three

leading brands of male enhancement pills to XOMAX, the

results were incredible! XOMAX was found to work 10

times faster, with size increasing 3 times more than the

competition. Don’t waste your time and money on prod-

ucts that don't deliver. Get a penis women will crave and

men will envy with the best super concentrated formula

-XOMAX.

Maximum Potential
You’ll be the envy of every man. With your new extra

big hard penis, you’ll be able to penetrate deeper and

fill your sex partner with satisfaction she’s never had

before. You’ll have no worries of premature ejaculation

or going soft, your confidence will skyrocket with your

bigger, thicker, longer penis.

100% Natural penis enlargement!

Add inches to your penis in days!

Become a SUPERSTUD!
Get the big penis of your dreams

l You can have a SUPER penis

Another Satisfied Customer
"Hi, my name is Mike. / want to tell you how
thrilled I am with your product XOMAX. I've tried

many other pills and they don 7 work as well as

XOMAX. My wife is amazed at tlx’ difference in our

love making sessions.

"

M.C. Los Angeles. CA

FREE
DVD WITH
PURCHASE A.V

Ultimate Sexual Pleasures

Call Any Time
1-877 -873-6634
Fax: 239-643-2356
www.xomax-man.com

FAQ About Xomax
Q. How soon do you see results ?

A. Most men see results with their first dose and

increasing results over 60 - 90 days.

Q. Are the results permanent?

A. For most men, if Xomax is taken continuously

for three to four months followed by a maintenance

program the results are permanent

Q. How much growth can I realistically expect?

A. Up to 5 inches or more with a increase in

width of 50%

Q. Is Xomax natural?

A. Xomax is 1 00% natural, safe and Doctor recom-

mend for those looking for advanced penis

enhancement, plus Xomax has no side effects.

Q. What makes Xomax the #1 natural penis

enhancement formula?

A. Xomax has a highly effective proprietary blend of

concentrated nutrients. These natural compounds

are amazingly stimulating to the male penis. You

won’t find a stronger blend of nutrients in any other

male enhancement product The reason? Xomax
contains extremely expensive imported ingredients

and many manufacturers won’t spend that kind of

money. Instead, they pass off less expensive ingredi-

ents, such a Ginseng or low end forms of L-Arginine.

Q. Is Xomax guaranteed to work?

A. Xomax is 100% GUARANTEED! If you’re not

completely satisfied, return the bottle(s) within two

months to receive a refund. Men now have an effec-

tive way to increase the size of their penis.Why pay

for imitations that will not solve the problem? You

may spend a little more on Xomax, but the results

will be worth it! You often get what you pay for. So

remember that the genuine ingredients in Xomax
are GUARANTEED to work! Order today -the

best money can buy!

Mate Magnet Cologne
The Perfect Aphrodisiac

This revolutionary new men's cologne contains genuine human
sex pheromones. Women will be influenced by your scent

and won't be able to keep (heir hands off you. Using

pheromones have been proven the most gorgeous women
will desire to have you inmediately. It's so easy to sec

1

women, get more dates, have more sex

"Since /Ve been using MATE MAGNET, I hove had sever-

al attractive women come after me. I’m very happy
"

-OH. Oluo

Sexactivator
Women have reported that they become incredibly sexu-

ally excited when they take SEXACTIVATOR. This magical

liquid can be caken orally, or put in any drink,

thin minutes after use. your woman's desire

have sex with you will be uncontrollable,

women say that they love when their
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1 . Aren't you ready for Usher to make his return?

2. Will 50 Cent’s forthcoming as-yet-untitled third

album be hot, or not?

3. Now that you've had some time to think about it,

were you more surprised that Martin Scorsese took

home his first Oscar for Best Director this year (after

already directing movies like Raging Bull and

GoodFellas), or that it only took Best Supporting

Actress Jennifer Hudson one movie (Dreamgirls) to

get hers?

4. Since MTV rarely shows music videos anyway,

should Viacom bother suing YouTube for copyright

infringement for allowing its users to post them?

5. Are you mad that The Sopranos is almost over —
forever?

6. Wouldn’t you rather hear Method Man and Redman
recording music together, rather than as solo acts?

7. Is there anyone in the music industry Akon won't

collaborate with?

8. Which draft-eligible player would you rather see

your NBA team pick up, Ohio State University’s Greg

Oden or University of Texas's Kevin Durant?

9. Weren’t you surprised to learn Lupe Fiasco's

business partner Charles “Chili" Patton, who helped

launch the skateboard rapper’s 1 st & 1 5th Records,

was charged with selling heroin in 2003?

10. Can Tyler Perry’s House of Payne (TBS) survive

television's notoriously low summer ratings?

11. Is it a good or bad thing for music when, 10 years

after his untimely death, The Notorious B.I.G.'s

Greatest Hits (Bad Boy) falls short of selling

100,000 copies its first week — but still tops the

SoundScan charts?

12. You might love Nike Air Force Is, but will the

Reebok Pump — which is being rereleased in a

limited-edition Royal Straight Rush Pack this

summer — ever go out of style?

13. What took ChapStick so long to approach the lip-

licking LL Cool J about an endorsement deal?

14. And speaking of endorsements, isn’t Lil Wayne
popping up everywhere in DC Shoes apparel now?
1 5. Why are we feeling female rappers Diamond
and Princess more than the guys in Atlanta’s

Crime Mob?
16. Isn’t 28 Weeks Later (Fox Atomic), the follow-up

to 2002 ’s 28 Days Later (Fox) starring Harold

Perrineau and Idris Elba, surprisingly good for

a sequel?

17. Doesn’t the remix to Fall Out Boy’s “This Ain't

A Scene, It’s An Arms Race,” featuring Kanye West,

prove (yet again) that some hip hop artists have ques-

tionable taste when it comes to rock?

18. Hasn't ESPN2 made us actually enjoy the Arena

Football League?
19. Nas reportedly is recording another album

on Def Jam Recordings, so has hip hop gone

through a sudden resurrection?

20. Will the real Britney Spears please

stand up?
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